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ABSTRACT
Background Cancer stem cells (CSC) define a population
of rare malignant cells endowed with ‘stemness’
properties, such as self-renewing, multipotency and
tumorigenicity. They are responsible for tumor initiation
and progression, and could be associated with resistance
to immunotherapies by negatively regulating antitumor
immune response and acquiring molecular features
enabling escape from CD8 T-cell immunity. However,
the immunological hallmarks of human lung CSC and
their potential interactions with resident memory T (TRM)
cells within the tumor microenvironment have not been
investigated.
Methods We generated a non-small cell lung cancer
model, including CSC line and clones, and autologous
CD8+CD103+ TRM and CD8+CD103− non-TRM clones,
to dissect out immune properties of CSC and their
susceptibility to specific T-cell-mediated cytotoxic activity.
Results Unlike their parental tumor cells, lung CSC
are characterized by the initiation of an epithelial-to-
mesenchymal transition program defined by upregulation
of the SNAIL1 transcription factor and downregulation
of phosphorylated-GSK-3β and cell surface E-cadherin.
Acquisition of a CSC profile results in partial resistance
to TRM-cell-mediated cytotoxicity, which correlates with
decreased surface expression of the CD103 ligand E-
cadherin and human leukocyte antigen-A2-neoepitope
complexes. On the other hand, CSC gained expression
of intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-1 and thereby
sensitivity to leukocyte function-associated antigen (LFA)-
1-dependent non-TRM-cell-mediated killing. Cytotoxicity is
inhibited by anti-ICAM-1 and anti-major histocompatibility
complex class I neutralizing antibodies further emphasizing
the role of LFA-1/ICAM-1 interaction in T-cell receptor-
dependent lytic function.
Conclusion Our data support the rational design of
immunotherapeutic strategies targeting CSC to optimize
their responsiveness to local CD8+CD103+ TRM cells for
more efficient anticancer treatments.

INTRODUCTION
Cancer stem cells (CSC) or cancer initiating
cells (CIC) are rare neoplastic cells capable

Key messages
► Cancer Stem cells (CSC) often develop resistance to

immunotherapies by negatively regulating antitumor
T-cell response.
+
+
► They are a putative target of CD8 CD103 resident
memory T (TRM) cells within the tumor microenvironment; however, the interaction of CD8+ TRM with
CSC, and the consequences of CSC feature acquisition on their elimination by TRM cells have not been
investigated.
► Our data demonstrate that the initiation of an
epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition program,
mainly via a decreased surface expression of
cadherin, permits
the CD103 integrin ligand E-
to CSC to resist to specific CD8+CD103+ TRM cell-
mediated cytotoxicity and potentially also to cancer
immunotherapy.

of generating phenotypically and functionally diverse cancer cell subtypes. Accumulating evidence indicates that CSC undergo
self-
renewal and thereby drive growth and
progression of tumors.1 These cancer cells are
involved in multiple malignancy processes,
including neovascularization, resistance to
treatments, escape from the antitumor immunity and dissemination.2 CSC were initially
described in hematological malignancies
as displaying a CD34+CD48− profile.3 They
were then identified in several human solid
tumors and were defined by expression of cell
surface biomarkers, such as CD166 for lung
and ovarian cancers,4 CD44 for gastric, prostate and colon cancers,5 and CD133 for brain,
colon and pancreatic cancers.6 The C-X-C
chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4) chemokine receptor was also characterized as a CSC
marker in multiple cancer types, including
non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), and its
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α-actinin-4-specific CD8+CD103+ TRM-cell-mediated cytotoxicity associated with decreased surface expression of
the CD103 ligand E-cadherin and neoantigen-presenting
molecules, human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-
A2. In
contrast, induction of intercellular adhesion molecule
(ICAM)-
1, the ligand of leukocyte function-
associated
antigen (LFA)-
1, results in CSC responsiveness to
CD8+CD103− non-TRM-cell killing. Thus, targeting EMT to
sensitize CSC to CD8+CD103+ TRM within the TME may
improve current cancer immunotherapies.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tumor cell lines, CSC and autologous T-cell clones
The IGR-Heu cell line was derived from a tumor sample
of patient Heu suffering from a NSCLC.20 Tumor cells
were cultured in adherent conditions in conventional
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM)/F-
12
medium (Life Technologies, cat# 31331093) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS; Life Technologies, cat# A3840402). To obtain sphere cultures, IGR-Heu
cells were cultured in ultra-low attachment Corning cell
culture flasks (cat#3814 or cat#3815) or 6-
well plates
(cat# 3471) at 105 cells/mL in serum-free DMEM/F12
medium, supplemented with a commercial hormone
mix including N2 supplement (100X) (at 1%, Gibco Life
Technologies, cat# 17502001), human epithelial growth
factor (EGF) at 20 ng/mL (Miltenyi, hEGF, premium
grade, cat# 130-093-825) and human fibroblast growth
factor-2 (FGF-2) at 20 ng/mL (Miltenyi, hFGF-2, premium
grade, cat# 130-093-564,14000000000), which was termed
CSC medium. Floating sphere cultures were expanded
in the same medium, and the obtained cell line, named
Heu-CSC, was tested for ALDH1 and Hoechst expression.
ALDH-positive/Hoechst-negative cells were sorted using
a FACS Vantage (BD Biosciences) and seeded at 1 cell/
well in ultra-low attachment round-bottom microplates in
CSC medium. Two clones were selected for ALDH expression and Hoechst exclusion, and maintained in culture
as above. Twice a week, cells were gently dissociated with
Trypsin (Gibco) and 0.5 mM EDTA at 37°C for 5-to-15
min and plated in fresh CSC medium in ultra-low attachment flasks.
The Heu171 T-cell clone (TRM), specific to the HLA-
A2-restricted mutant α-actinin-
4 epitope, was isolated
from tumor-
infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) as previously reported.20 The H32-22 T-cell clone (non-TRM) was
isolated from autologous peripheral blood lymphocytes
(PBL) after stimulation with IGR-Heu cells and sorting
with mutant α-actinin-4 peptide-HLA-A2 tetramers.21
Hoechst/ALDH test and soft agar experiments
Tumor cells and CSC (1×106 cells) were resuspended in
1 mL of RPMI 1640 medium (Invitrogen) supplemented
with 4% FCS and 10 mM HEPES at 37°C. Next, 5 μg of
Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen, H3570) was added to each
sample, and cells were incubated at 37°C for 1 hour.
After centrifugation, cells were incubated with Aldefluor
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interaction with the ligand CXCL12 has been described to
play a role in CSC maintenance and tumor development.7
In breast cancer, CSC were found to display a CD44+/
CD24−/low profile,8 and in ovarian cancer, a OCT4+MYC+NANOG+ profile.9 Increased expression of epithelial-
to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) transcription factors,
such as OCT4 and SOX2, contributes to the stemness
properties of CSC; and OCT4-reactive T cells targeting
CSC have been isolated from patients with cancer.9
Several other CSC markers, such as epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) and aldehyde dehydrogenase
(ALDH) have been reported, and high ALDH activity has
been used to target CSC in various solid tumors.10
One of the major properties of CSC is resistance to
conventional chemotherapy and radiotherapy, and
promotion of tumor relapse and metastasis. As a result,
several approaches have been developed to eliminate
CSC, such as by targeting CSC niches. Accordingly,
strategies inhibiting angiogenesis via neutralization of
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) or its receptor
(VEGFR) have been elaborated.11 As EMT is a key characteristic of CSC, inhibitors of EMT transcription factors,
such as TWIST, SNAIL and SLUG, or of GSK-3β have
been proposed to block their stemness properties.12
Immunotherapeutic approaches have also been designed
to specifically destroy CSC by developing dendritic cell
(DC)-based cancer vaccines targeting ALDHhigh cells.13
In this context, CSC-
DC vaccines induced protective
immune responses toward CSC resulting in inhibition of
tumor growth and metastasis. Moreover, a DNA vaccine
targeting a specific tumor antigen has been reported to
attenuate CSC behavior and metastasis, and to increase
breast cancer sensitivity to chemotherapy.14 Additional
therapeutic strategies targeting CSC have been designed,
such as with the use of natural killer (NK) cells.15 However,
escape from NK cell-
mediated cytotoxicity leading to
lung metastasis was observed. T-cell-based immunotherapies have also been initiated in immunodeficient mouse
models bearing human tumor xenografts. In this setting,
adoptive transfer of CD8+ T cells primed in vitro with CSC
eliminated CD133+ brain tumor stem-like initiating cells
in an antigen-specific manner.16 In another study, adoptive transfer of ALDH1A1-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) resulted in destruction of ALDHbright CSC
and inhibition of cancer progression and metastases.10
Unfortunately, such strategies also faced tumor evasion
challenges through alterations in antigen presentation to
specific CD8+ T lymphocytes.17
CSC are a putative target of CD8+CD103+ resident
memory T (TRM) cells within the tumor microenvironment (TME) where they may coexist. TRM frequently infiltrate human solid tumors and play an important role in
antitumor CD8 T-cell immunity18 and response to immunotherapies.19 However, the interaction of CD8+ TRM cells
with CSC and the consequences of CSC feature acquisition
on their recognition and elimination by specific intratumoral CTL have not been investigated. In this report, we
show that lung CSC display partial resistance to mutant
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Mice and in vivo experiments
Nude mice were bred and maintained at the animal
facility of Gustave Roussy and treated in accordance with
institutional animal guidelines.
For each experiment, groups of 5–10 female mice, 8–12
weeks of age, received 2×105 IGR-Heu cells or CSC subcutaneously in the right flank. Tumor volume was measured
twice a week using a caliper and estimated using the
following formula: length 1/2×width×thickness (mm3).
For survival analyses, mice with a tumor volume greater
than the limit of 200 mm3 were euthanized and counted
as dead.
Antibodies and flow cytometry analysis
For tumor cell and CSC phenotyping, anti-CD24 (SN3,
Invitrogen MHCD2404, 1/100), anti-
CD34 (AC136,
Miltenyi 130-113-182, 1/100), anti-CD44 (DB105, Miltenyi
130-
113-
896, 1/100), anti-
CD166 (3A6, BD 562131,
1/100), anti-CXCR4 (12G5, Biolegend 306510, 1/100),
anti-VEGF (23410, R&D IC2931A, 1/100), anti-epidermal
growth factor receptor (EGFR) (AY13, Biolegend 352913,
1/100), anti-
major histocompatibility complex class
I (MHC-
I) (W6/32, Biolegend 311429, 1/100), anti-
HLA-A2 (BB7.2, BD 558570, 1/100), anti-programmed
death-
ligand 1 (PD-
L1) (29E.2A3, Biolegend 329721,
1/100), anti-
programmed death-
ligand 2 (PD-
L2)
(MIH18, Biolegend 345515, 1/100), anti-
B7-
1 (2D10,
Biolegend 305207, 1/100), anti-B7-2 (BU63, Biolegend
374215, 1/100), anti-
E-
cadherin (67A4, Biolegend
324114, 1/100) and anti-
ICAM-
1 (HA58, Biolegend
353113, 1/100) monoclonal antibodies (mAb) were used.
For T-cell phenotyping, anti-CD8a (RPA-T8, Biolegend
301014, 1/200), anti-CD11a (Miltenyi 130-105-480), anti-
CD49a (TS2/7, Invitrogen 46-9490-41, 1/100), anti-CD69
(FN50, Biolegend 310914, 1/100), anti-
CD103 (Ber-
ACT8, Biolegend 350206, 1/100), anti-PD-1 (EH12-2H7,
Corgnac S, et al. J Immunother Cancer 2022;10:e004527. doi:10.1136/jitc-2022-004527

Biolegend 329923, 1/100), anti-CTLA-4 (14D3, Invitrogen
12-1529-42, 1/100), anti-VEGFR2 (7D4-6, Biolegend
359903, 1/50) and anti-TGFBR2 (W17055E, Biolegend
399703, 1/50) mAb were used.
Phenotypic studies were performed by direct or indirect
immunofluorescence, and analyzed using a BD Fortessa
flow cytometer. Data were processed using FlowJo software (Treestar).
Western blot analysis and quantification of transforming
growth factor-β
Total protein extracts were obtained by lysis of 5×105
cells in ice-cold lysis buffer supplemented with a cocktail
of anti-
proteases and anti-
phosphatases as described.22
Equivalent amounts of protein extracts were denatured,
separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-
polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis and transferred to a nitrocellulose
membrane. Blots were incubated for 30 min in Tris-
buffered saline containing 0.1% Tween 20% and 5%
non-fat dry milk, and then overnight at 4°C with rabbit
anti-
NANOG (Santa Cruz, clone H155, cat# sc33759),
anti-SNAIL1 (Cell Signaling, clone L70G2, cat# 3895S),
anti-
SOX2 (Cell Signaling, clone D6D9, cat# 3579),
anti-GSK-3β (Cell Signaling, clone D75D3, cat# 5676)
and antiphosphorylated (phospho)-GSK-3β ser9 (Cell
Signaling, cat# 9336S) mAb, followed by appropriate
secondary horseradish peroxidase-conjugated antibodies.
For quantification of total and active transforming
growth factor (TGF)-β, tumor cells and CSC were plated
at 1×107 cells in T75 culture flasks for 24 hours, then
starved in 15 mL of serum-free medium for additional
48 hours. The conditioned medium was then harvested
and concentrated 70× using Vivaspin Turbo 15 RC 10K
(Startorius). Total and active TGF-β were measured using
LEGENDplex multi-
analyte assay kit according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Biolegend, cat# 740450).
RNA sequencing and analyses
For RNA sequencing (RNA-seq), total RNA was extracted
from tumor cells and CSC; 150,000 cells per sample
were processed using a single cell RNA purification kit
(Norgen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
RNA (RNA Integrity Score ≥ 7.0) was checked using an
Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer and quantified using Qubit
(Invitrogen), as described.19 Libraries were barcoded,
purified, pooled in equal concentrations and subjected
to paired-
end sequencing on a HiSeq-
2000 sequencer
(Illumina).
Quality control was performed on raw FastQ files
with FastQC (V.0.11.8) and quality reports were gathered with MultiQC (V.1.10.1).23 Abundance estimation
was performed with Salmon (V.0.9.0) using GENCODE
(GRCh38, V.34) annotation.24 This pipeline was powered
by both Snakemake and SnakemakeWrappers.25 Quantification results were aggregated with tximport (V.1.14.0)
and differential gene analysis was performed using voom
function of limma (V.3.42.0) as described.26 Gene set
enrichment analysis (GSEA) on differentially expressed
3
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substrate for 25 min at 37°C and 5% CO2. Cells were then
suspended in 200 μL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
(1X) plus 2% FCS and 2 μL of propidium iodide before
flow cytometry analysis (LSRII, Becton Dickinson).
For soft agar experiments, single-cell suspensions were
prepared by treating monolayer-cultured IGR-Heu cells
and spheroid Heu-CSC, CSC-1 and CSC-2 with trypsin
(Gibco, cat #25300054) for 5 min with gentle shaking, and
rinsed with PBS. Cells were then suspended in DMEM/
F-12 medium supplemented with 10% FCS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, antibiotics (50 U/mL
penicillin and 50 µg/mL streptomycin) and 1% ultroser
G (Pall) at a density of 2×105/ mL. Single cells were plated
on agar-coated 6-well plates. A layer (2 mL/well) of soft
agar at 0.5% was added to plates. After solidification, a
second layer (3 mL/well) of soft agar at 0.25% containing
1000 cells was added to each well. Plates were then incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 15–22 days for sphere formation, and fresh medium was renewed every 3–4 days,
before labeling with crystal violet at 0.05% for 3 hours.
Cell colonies were counted at 10× microscope.

Open access
into nude mice and monitoring animal survival. CSC
grew more rapidly in immunodeficient mice than IGR-
Heu cells, resulting in animals being sacrificed more
rapidly (figure 1C). These results support the conclusion
that CSC have stem-like properties.

Cytotoxicity experiments
Cytotoxic activity of the T-cell clones was measured by
a conventional 4 hour 51Cr-release assay using triplicate
cultures. The autologous IGR-Heu cell line and CSC cell
line and clones were used as targets in cytotoxicity experiments at indicated effector to target (E:T) ratios.
Cytotoxicity inhibition was assessed by pre-incubating
target cells with anti-ICAM-1, anti-MHC-I mAb or isotype
control for 1 hour at room temperature before addition
of effector cells at a 5:1 E:T ratio. Supernatants were
then transferred to LumaPlateTM-96 wells (PerkinElmer,
Boston, Massachusetts, USA), dried down and counted
on Packard’s TopCount NXT. Per cent-specific cytotoxicity was calculated as described.21

Phenotypic and molecular characterization of lung CSC
To further characterize the generated lung CSC, we
assessed the expression of biomarkers known to be
expressed by human CIC. Immunofluorescence analyses
indicated that Heu-CSC, CSC-1 and CSC-2 expressed low
levels of the hematopoietic stem cell marker CD34, and
the adhesion molecules CD44 and Platelet Endothelial
Cell Adhesion Molecule-1 (PECAM-1 or CD31), but not
the IGR-Heu cell line (figure 2A). In contrast, all cancer
cells were found to express CD24, CD166, CXCR4 and
VEGF at similar levels. Expression of additional cell
surface markers, such as EGFR, was weaker in CSC than
in IGR-Heu cells (figure 2A). Notably, all cancer cells
failed to express CD133, CD117, CD40, CD40L, LFA3
(CD58), EpCAM and FasL (CD95L), and expression of
CD95 (Fas) and CD105 was similar (online supplemental
figure S1A).
We then performed western blot analyses to assess
expression of transcription factors involved in EMT, a key
characteristic of CSC. Expression of SNAIL1 transcription
factor was increased in Heu-CSC and CSC-2 compared
with IGR-Heu cells. In contrast, NANOG and SOX2 were
expressed at lower levels in CSC than in parental tumor
cells (figure 2B). Moreover, the ratio of the inactivated
form of GSK-3β, phospho-GSK-3β, to total GSK-3β was
weaker in CSC that in IGR-Heu (figure 2C). These results
indicate that human lung CSC can be distinguished from
parental tumor cells by increased expression of SNAIL1
and decreased phosphorylation of GSK-3β.

Statistical analyses
Statistical significance was determined with the two-way
analysis of variance test with Bonferroni correction or
with the two-tailed Student’s t-test using GraphPad Prism
(GraphPad software).
Data availability
The RNA-based next-generation sequencing (RNA-seq)
dataset comparing the transcriptome of CSC with parental
tumor cells are available from the corresponding author
on request.

RESULTS
Generation of CSC cell line and clones
To study the molecular and immune properties of human
lung CSC, we used an in vitro method developed to
enrich for CSC subsets through the generation of cancer
spheroids.27 To this aim, we selected the NSCLC cell line
IGR-Heu (E-cadherin+ICAM-1−), to which we have previously isolated specific T-cell clones from autologous TIL
(Heu171, TRM) and PBL (H32-22, non-TRM).20 21 The Heu-
CSC cell line obtained from IGR-Heu cells was sorted for
ALDH+/Hoechst− cells and cloned. Among the obtained
30 clones, we retained two representative clones, CSC-1
and CSC-2. Compared with the parental cell line, Heu-
CSC, CSC-
1 and CSC-
2 display dramatic morphology
changes with loss of adhesive capacity and formation of
spheroids (figure 1A).
Next, we evaluated the cellular transformation potential of parental tumor cells and derived CSC using a soft
agar in vitro method. CSC grew more efficiently in soft
agar than IGR-Heu cells (figure 1B), with the number
of colonies observed at days 15 and 22 of culture being
2.1–2.6 higher for Heu-CSC, CSC-1 and CSC-2 than for
parental cells. We then investigated cancer cell tumorigenicity in vivo by grafting IGR-Heu, Heu-CSC and CSC-2
4

CSC and parental tumor cells display different E-cadherin and
ICAM-1 surface expression
Next, we evaluated expression of surface molecules
involved in antigen presentation and in T-cell adhesion/
co-stimulation. Immunofluorescence analyses indicated
that IGR-Heu, Heu-CSC and CSC-1 expressed similar levels
of MHC-I molecules, except for CSC-2 which expressed
lower levels. Surface expression of antigen-
presenting
molecules HLA-A2 is decreased in CSC as compared with
parental cells (figure 2D). Both the percentage of HLA-
A2+ cells and mean immunofluorescence intensity (MFI)
were lower for CSC than IGR-Heu cells. Expression of
HLA-B/C molecules is weak in all cancer cells (online
supplemental figure 1B). All cancer cells failed to express
the PD-1 ligands PD-L1 and PD-L2 and CD28/CTLA-4
ligands B7-1 (CD80) and B7-2 (CD86) (online supplemental figure S1C).
We then examined expression of surface molecules
required for a cohesive interaction between TRM cells and
epithelial target cells, the ligands of CD103 and LFA-1
integrins, E-cadherin and ICAM-1, respectively. Immunofluorescence analyses showed that E-cadherin adhesion
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genes was performed with clusterProfiler (V.3.14.0), and
immunological signature gene sets from MSigDB (C5,
HALLMARK, V.7.4). Hallmark signatures enriched in
CSC were defined using results from GSEA under a false
discovery rate q value of 0.1.

Open access

molecule is more strongly expressed on IGR-Heu cells
than on CSC suggesting the initiation of an EMT program
by tumor stem-like cells (figure 2E). In contrast, ICAM-1
surface expression is much higher on CSC than on IGR-
Heu cells, with MFI approximately threefold to ninefold
higher on CSC than on parental cells (figure 2E). These
results show that IGR-Heu tumor cells and derived CSC
display different adhesion molecule surface expression
Corgnac S, et al. J Immunother Cancer 2022;10:e004527. doi:10.1136/jitc-2022-004527

levels that may impact their sensitivity to autologous CTL-
mediated killing.
Lung CSC display an EMT signature
To gain further insight into the transcriptional profile
of lung CSC, we performed RNA-seq of Heu-CSC, CSC-1
and IGR-Heu cells. Gene expression analyses carried
out with an adjusted p value ≤10−4 revealed a large
5
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Figure 1 The IGR-Heu cell line and the derived cancer stem cell (CSC) display distinct phenotypic and cell transformation
features. (A) Morphology changes of IGR-Heu, Heu-CSC, CSC-1 and CSC-2. Morphologies of cultured cancer cells were
observed by phase-contrast light microscope. Objective: 10×; scale bar: 50 µm. Data are from one representative experiment
out of four. (B) Clonogenic potential of IGR-Heu and CSC. IGR-Heu, Heu-CSC, CSC-1 and CSC-2 were grown in soft agar, and
colonies were monitored by phase-contrast light microscope. Scale bar: 0.25 cm. Right, number of colonies counted at days
15 and 22. Bars represent means±SEM (n=3). P value was determined by two-way analysis of variance test. *P<0.05, **p<0.01.
Data are from one representative experiment out of three. (C) Kaplan-Meier curves showing survival of nude mice engrafted with
IGR-Heu or CSC (n=5 mice per group). Data are representative of two independent experiments. P value was determined by
log-rank test.
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Figure 2 Phenotypic and molecular characterization of lung cancer stem cells (CSC). (A) Flow cytometry profiles of CD34,
CD44, PECAM-1 (CD31), CD24, CD166, C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)
and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) in IGR-Heu, Heu-CSC, CSC-1 and CSC-2. Percentages of positive cells and
mean immunofluorescence intensity (MFI) (in parentheses) are shown. (B) Western blot analysis of NANOG, SNAIL1 and SOX2
proteins in IGR-Heu and CSC. Right, normalization of proteins relative to F-actin. (C) Western blot analysis of total GSK-3β and
phospho-GSK-3β proteins in IGR-Heu, Heu-CSC, CSC-1 and CSC-2. Right, ratio of phospho-GSK-3β to total GSK-3β. Data are
from one representative experiment out of three. (D) Flow cytometry profiles of major histocompatibility complex class I (MHC-I)
and HLA-A2 on IGR-Heu, Heu-CSC, CSC-1 and CSC-2. Percentage of positive cells and MFI (in parentheses) are included.
(E) Flow cytometry analyses of E-cadherin and intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-1 expression on IGR-Heu, Heu-CSC,
CSC-1 and CSC-2. Percentage of positive cells and MFI are shown.
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number of genes (n=1575) differentially expressed in
CSC and parental cancer cells (figure 3A, online supplemental figure S2). Among the 826 upregulated and 749
Corgnac S, et al. J Immunother Cancer 2022;10:e004527. doi:10.1136/jitc-2022-004527

downregulated genes, we identified gene signatures
characteristic of cell signaling, development, differentiation, transport, cell motility and adhesion and clusters
7
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Figure 3 Transcriptional analysis of lung cancer stem cell (CSC). (A) Volcano plot of differential gene expression in CSC
versus IGR-Heu analyzed by RNA-based next-generation sequencing (RNA-seq). Points are colored according to their
average expression in all data sets. Red points are for genes upregulated in CSC, and blue points for downregulated genes.
The expression difference is considered significant for an adjusted p value <10−4. (B) Dot plot showing the results of gene set
enrichment analysis (GSEA) with a false discovery rate q value <0.1 using HALLMARK terms (MSigDB, HALLMARK, V.7.4). Each
dot plot demonstrates enriched terms in transcriptome of CSC. The size of the dot represents the adjusted p value, and color
represents the count of enriched genes. (C) GSEA of the gene set from Hallmark signatures (MSigDB, HALLMARK, V.7.4) in the
transcriptome of CSC relative to IGR-Heu (n=3). Enrichment score for the gene set as the analysis ‘walks down’ the ranked list
of genes; the position of gene set members (black vertical lines) in the ranked list of genes and the value of ranking metric are
shown. A set of EMT genes enriched in the top-ranking genes is shown by a green line.
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CSC evade TRM-cell-mediated cytotoxicity by downregulating
cell surface E-cadherin
To investigate the functional consequence of adhesion
and recognition molecule differential expression, we
tested susceptibility of CSC to autologous T-cell-mediated
killing using the CD8+CD103+ (Heu171, TRM) and the
8

CD8+CD103− (H32-22, non-TRM) CTL clones specific
to the HLA-
A2-
restricted mutant α-actinin-4 peptide.
Initial phenotypic studies confirmed that the TIL clone
(Heu171) expressed the TRM surface marker CD103 (αEβ7
integrin), but not the PBL clone (H32-22). Both clones
expressed the activation marker CD69, but at a higher
level in TRM than in non-TRM. The TRM and non-TRM clones
also expressed LFA-1 (αLβ2) integrin, the T-cell inhibitory receptor PD-1, the TGF-β receptor TGFBR2 and the
VEGF receptor VEGFR2, but not CD49a integrin and
CTLA-4 (figure 4A).
Cytotoxicity experiments indicated that Heu-
CSC,
CSC-1 and CSC-2 were less efficiently killed by the TRM
clone than parental tumor cells (figure 4B). Partial resistance of CSC to TRM cell-mediated cytolytic activity was
associated with decreased surface expression of E-cadherin (figure 2E) and correlated with an increased
production of active TGF-β (figure 4C). Indeed, Heu-
CSC, CSC-1 and CSC-2 displayed an active/total TGF-β
ratio around 1.5-
fold to 3-
fold higher than parental
cells. As expected, chromium release assays showed that
the E-cadherin+ICAM-1− IGR-
Heu cell line was resistant to CD8+CD103- non-TRM lymphocytes (figure 4D).
In contrast, Heu-
CSC, CSC-
2 and at a greater extent
CSC-
1 target cells were sensitive to the non-
TRM-cell
clone (figure 4D). Killing of CSC by the TRM-cell clone is
associated with expression of ICAM-1 (figure 2E) and is
inhibited by anti-ICAM-1 and anti-MHC-I blocking mAb
(figure 4E). In contrast, anti-ICAM-1 neutralizing mAb
had no effect on TRM-cell-mediated cytotoxicity toward
IGR-Heu cells (online supplemental figure S4C). These
results explain the partial susceptibility of CSC to TRM-cell-
mediated cytotoxicity linked to induction of ICAM-1 and
its interaction with LFA-1 on effector T cells. They also
further emphasize the involvement of EMT, in particular
decreased surface expression of E-cadherin, and downregulation of HLA-
A2-
antigenic peptide complexes in
resistance of CSC to T-cell receptor (TCR)-dependent
TRM-cell-mediated cytolysis.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we show that NSCLC CSC display a transcriptomic profile characteristic of EMT. Among genes
characteristic of EMT, THBS1 and VEGFA, encoding
thrombospondin 1 and VEGFα, respectively, were upregulated in CSC as compared with parental tumor cells.
Thrombospondin 1 is an activator of TGF-β through
maturation of LAP-TGF-β, suggesting a role in the maintenance of CSC.28 VEGFα promotes EMT and hypoxia
in various cancer types, and is a target of the hypoxia-
inducible factors (HIF).29 Compared with parental tumor
cells, human lung CSC display an increased expression
of the EMT marker SNAIL1 transcription factor and
decreased phosphorylation of GSK-3β and surface expression of the epithelial cell marker E-cadherin. Expression
and stability of SNAIL proteins is regulated by GSK-3β,
and a correlation between SNAIL expression level and
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of genes related to EMT (online supplemental table
S1).
We then defined hallmark signatures enriched in CSC
using results from GSEA. Hallmark signatures corresponding
to Myc target V2, hypoxia, glycolysis, EMT and cholesterol
homeostasis were enriched in CSC compared with parental
cells (figure 3B,C, online supplemental table S2). Hallmark
signatures corresponding to hypoxia, glycolysis and EMT
were also enriched in CSC-2 compared with IGR-Heu cells
(online supplemental figure S3A). Among EMT signature genes, we observed upregulation of FN1, PLOD1 and
PLOD3, TGFB1, TGFBR3, THBS1 and VEGFA, which encode
fibronectin, procollagen-lysine,2-oxoglutarate 5-dioxygenase
1 and procollagen-
lysine,2-
oxoglutarate 5-
dioxygenase 3,
TGF-β, thrombospondin 1 and VEGFα, respectively (online
supplemental table S2). The CDH3 gene, which encodes
the P-cadherin adhesion molecule, a marker of epithelial-to-
mesenchymal hybrid state or partial EMT, is upregulated in
CSC (fold change (FC)=6) as compared with IGR-Heu. In
contrast, expression of the VIM gene, encoding vimentin, a
marker of more advanced mesenchymal differentiation, is
only slightly upregulated in CSC (FC=1.5), and expression
of CDH2, encoding N-cadherin, another marker of mesenchymal differentiation, is slightly downregulated. Moreover,
expression of the EMT-transcription factor gene TWIST1 is
upregulated in CSC (FC=1.9) as compared with parental
cells. Expression levels of the CDH1 gene, encoding E-cadherin, is similar in IGR-Heu and CSC clones, and slightly
upregulated in Heu-CSC (online supplemental figure S3B).
This result supports the hypothesis that E-cadherin expression on CSC is regulated by a post-transcriptional mechanism. Expression of ICAM1 is also increased in Heu-CSC,
and at a lower extent in CSC-1, compared with parental
cells (online supplemental figure S3B). HLA-A*02, HLA-B
encoding genes are expressed in all cancer
and HLA-C-
cells (online supplemental figure S3C), suggesting a post-
transcriptional regulation of HLA molecules in CSC. With
regard to hypoxia, we detected upregulation of EFNA3
(encoding ephrin A3); HSPA1A and HSPB1 (encoding HSP
family A (HSP70) member 1A and HSP family B (small)
member 1, respectively), PTGS1 (encoding prostaglandin-
endoperoxide synthase 1), LOXL2 (encoding lysyl oxidase
like 2) and VEGFA transcripts (online supplemental table
S2). Similar studies conducted with the molecular signature
database MSigDB showed enrichment in genes related to
mesenchymal cell differentiation and mesenchyme development, regulation of apoptotic signaling, cell morphogenesis
and growth, cell adhesion and junction and stem cell differentiation (online supplemental figure S4AB). These data
suggest that by initiating an EMT/hypoxia program, NSCLC
CSC evade TRM-cell recognition and destruction.
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Figure 4 Resident memory T (TRM) and non-TRM phenotypic profiles and susceptibility of cancer stem cell (CSC) to cytotoxic
T lymphocyte (CTL)-mediated killing. (A) Flow cytometry analyses of CD8, LFA-1, CD103, CD49a, CD69, PD-1, CTLA-4,
TGFBR2 and VEGFR2 on CD8+CD103+ TRM (Heu171) and CD8+CD103- non-TRM (H32-22) clones. Mean immunofluorescence
intensity (MFI) are in parentheses.(B) Cytotoxic activity of the TRM clone (Heu171) towards autologous IGR-Heu, Heu-CSC,
CSC-1 and CSC-2 target cells. Percent of specific lysis are shown at indicated effector to target (E:T) ratios. (C) Quantification
of transforming growth factor (TGF)-β in conditioned media from IGR-Heu, Heu-CSC, CSC-1 and CSC-2 by multi-analyte
flow assay. Ratios of active/total TGF-β normalized to IGR-Heu are included. Results are presented as mean±SEM of
duplicates. (D) Cytotoxicity of the non-TRM clone (H32-22) towards autologous IGR-Heu, Heu-CSC, CSC-1 and CSC-2 target
cells. (E) Inhibition of TRM-cell-mediated killing. CSC-1 cells are preincubated in the presence of isotype control, anti-major
histocompatibility complex class I (MHC-I) or anti-intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1) neutralizing monoclonal antibody
(mAb) and then CTL were added at 5:1 E:T ratio. Symbols represent replicates and horizontal bars represent means±SEM (n=3).
P value was determined by two-way analysis of variance test. *p<0.05, **p<0.01,***p<0.001,****p<0.0001 . Data are from one
representative experiment out of three.
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its cell membrane expressing level.44 45 These results
suggest that downregulation of E-
cadherin expression
on CSC surface result in escape from specific antitumor
T-cell immunity provided locally by CD8+ TRM cells. In this
regard, the heterophilic adhesive interaction between
E-cadherin and CD103 plays a crucial role in retention
of CD103+ T cells in epithelial tissues,46 and thus in intratumoral immune surveillance. We have previously shown
that the expression level of CD103 on lung tumor-specific
T-cell clones correlates with their capacity to kill autologous E-cadherin+ICAM-1- tumor cells, and that killing
is abrogated by small interfering RNA targeting E-cadherin.21 47 Along the same lines, our present data indicate that downregulation of E-cadherin on CSC results
in dramatic inhibition of their susceptibility to specific
CD8+CD103+ TRM-cell-mediated cytotoxicity. The E-cadherin-CD103 interaction plays a major role in maturation of the immune synapse formed between CD103+ TRM
cells and E-cadherin+ICAM-1- tumor cells and in the antitumor CTL response.47 In this respect, we have previously
demonstrated that interaction of E-cadherin on cancer
cells with CD103 on specific TRM cells triggers polarization
of cytotoxic granules at the contact area between T cells
and tumor cells and subsequent exocytosis, leading to
target cell death.21 Moreover, we and others have demonstrated that CD8+CD103+ TRM cells play a key role in antitumor CD8 T-cell immunity, and that this TIL subset can
be used as a prognostic factor for survival in NSCLC.18
These tumor-resident T lymphocytes are also involved in
response to therapeutic cancer vaccines48 and immune
checkpoint blockade immunotherapy.19
While lung CSC downregulate surface expression of
E-cadherin, we show here that they upregulate a panel
of genes encoding diverse adhesion molecules, including
L1 CELL ADHESION MOLECULE (L1CAM), ICAM5 and
ICAM1. L1CAM (also known as CD171) is expressed
in CSC where it appears to play a role in stemness and
biological processes associated with CSC, such as EMT,
poor prognosis and resistance to treatments.49 Remarkably, we previously observed an increased expression of
ICAM-1 on lung cancer cells upon inhibition of AXL, a
member of the TAM (Tyro3, Axl and Mer) receptor tyrosine kinase family associated with cancer cell plasticity and
mesenchymal cell drug resistance; this correlated with
attenuation of immune resistance and improved survival
of patients with NSCLC.50 Furthermore, ICAM-1 plays a
major role in T-
cell-
mediated cytotoxicity by engaging
productive ligation with LFA-1 and thereby promoting
tight adhesion of CTL to target cells.51 Interaction of
ICAM-1 on antigen-presenting cells with LFA-1 on effector
cells is a prerequisite for strengthening the interaction
between CTL and target cells, and directing released
cytolytic granules to the surface of tumor cells inducing
their destruction. In the absence of both ICAM-1/LFA-1
and E-cadherin/CD103 adhesion, polarization of cytotoxic granules and their delivery into the target are
compromised. Therefore, blocking the LFA-
1/ICAM-
1
interaction with anti-ICAM-1 neutralizing antibodies led
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phosphorylation of GSK-
3β was observed in SNAIL-
overexpressing NSCLC cells.30 GSK-3β also plays a central
role in Wnt/β-catenin pathway and is implicated in the
maintenance stem cells and CSC. Accumulating evidence
indicates that SNAIL is activated in EMT to regulate gene
transcription and expression of the transcription factor
NANOG, which is implicated in stemness, emergence of
CSC and inhibition of antitumor immune response.31 32
Moreover, a high level of SNAIL is associated with metastasis in NSCLC, and SNAIL-expressing cells display characteristics of CSC and of cells that have undergone EMT,
with increased migration, chemoresistance and sphere
forming properties.30
RNA-
seq analyses of the present study revealed an
increase in TGFB1, TGFBR1 and TGFBR3 gene expression in CSC as compared with parental tumor cells.
Enhanced production of active TGF-β by CSC was also
observed at the protein level. This cytokine is the main
mediator of EMT, and upregulated TGF-β expression is
often associated with a tumorous EMT program. TGF-β
initiates intracellular signaling pathway by binding to its
receptors, TGFBR1 and TGFBR2, and activating SMAD2
and SMAD3 transcription factors, which together activate transcription of genes, such as VEGFA and the EMT
transcription factors, SNAIL, SLUG and TWIST.33 EMT
transcription factors form complexes with SMAD4 to
regulate target genes, including repression of the CDH1
gene, which encodes E-cadherin. TGF-β has been shown
to increase stem-
like properties in breast cancer, and
inhibition of TGF-β signaling prevents the development
of chemotherapy-resistant CSC.34 This cytokine is also an
immunosuppressive mediator frequently used by malignant cells to escape from the immune system.35 36 TGF-β
also participates in CD8 T-cell exclusion from the TME and
in T-cell dysfunction.37 Paradoxically, TGF-β is involved
in expression of the ITGAE gene, which encodes CD103
integrin subunit, in activated CD8+ T lymphocytes21 38 and
in differentiation and persistence of CD103+CD8+ TRM
in epithelial tissues.39 Moreover, we previously reported
that TGF-β signaling intersects with CD103 bidirectional
signals to promote CD8 T-cell accumulation in epithelial
tumor regions and antitumor TRM-cell functions.40
Our present data show that lung CSC surface express
lower levels of E-cadherin (CD324) than parental tumor
cells. This adhesion molecule is expressed on epithelial
cells forming homotypic bonds between adjacent cells,
thereby preventing invasiveness of carcinoma cells.41
Progression of epithelial tumors is characterized by the
capacity of cancer cells to overcome cell-cell adhesion
in particular by downregulating E-cadherin.42 Reduced
cadherin during cancer development
expression of E-
and metastatic invasion is frequently observed in epithecadherin on
lial tumors.43 Decreased expression of E-
CSC plasma membrane is most likely linked to a post-
transcriptional, membrane trafficking regulation mechanism. In this regard, it has been reported that E-cadherin
undergoes endocytosis, sorting and recycling, controlling
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They also show decreased surface expression of HLA-A2
antigen-presenting molecules, which together with alterations in CD103 ligand expression, is associated with
resistance to tumor neoepitope-
specific CD8+CD103+
TRM cells. In contrast, lung CSC acquired expression of
1 rendering them sensitive to LFA-
1-
dependent
ICAM-
TCR-mediated killing. These data support the conclusion
that targeting CSC EMT in combination with immune
checkpoint blockade holds promise for future NSCLC
immunotherapy approaches.
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to inhibition of CSC killing by specific CTL. In contrast,
transduction of IGR-Heu with ICAM-1 enhanced both
TRM and non-TRM clone-mediated killing.47 It should be
noted that TRM and non-TRM clones express TGRBR2 and
VEGFR2, excluding their implication in the observed
differential activities. Whether the data obtained in this
study could be generalized to other cancer types need to
be further investigated.
The GSEA of NSCLC CSC also revealed a gene signature characteristic of hypoxia. Hypoxia, frequently associated with TME, contributes to CSC development. In this
regard, HIF have been shown to promote CSC survival
in a hypoxic TME, such as by upregulating OCT4.31 HIF,
in particular HIF-1α, increases stemness and multidrug
resistance in colorectal cancer, and downregulation of
HIF-2α is able to inhibit CSC stemness and to induce CSC
apoptosis.52 These data highlight the strong relationship
between EMT and hypoxia in regulating CSC phenotype
and functions. Importantly, hypoxia negatively regulates
expression of MHC-
I molecules in a HIF-
dependent
manner, thereby inhibiting tumor cell recognition and
destruction by CTL.53 Downregulation of MHC-
I has
been described in CSC and was associated with resistance
to T-
cell-
mediated cytotoxicity and evasion from CD8
T-cell immunity.54 Similarly, our results revealed that lung
CSC display decreased surface expression of HLA-
A2
neoepitope-presenting molecules, which likely contributes to partial resistance to specific CD8+ T cells. Downregulation of HLA molecules on CSC is likely governed
by a post-transcriptional mechanism, such as via alterations in antigen processing machinery. Indeed, defects
in transporter associated with antigen processing (TAP)
play a major role by inducing a sharp decrease in surface
expression of MHC-I/β2m-peptide complexes, enabling
malignant cells to escape from CTL-mediated killing.55
In this regard, we previously reported that IGR-Heu cells
display low levels of TAP, and that restoration of their
expression increased recognition by α-actinin-4-specific
CTL.56 Kinases, such as EGFR and MEK1, have also been
described as negative regulators of MHC-I expression and
antigen presentation machinery in multiple cancers.57
Quiescent stem cells were reported to evade T-
cell
killing via downregulation of the antigen presentation
machinery, including MHC-I and TAP.17 Unlike previous
reports,58 our data did not reveal increased expression
of the T-cell inhibitory ligands PD-L1/PD-L2 on CSC,
excluding their involvement in resistance to specific CTL.
These immune checkpoint ligands were more strongly
expressed on CSC than on conventional cancer cells,
and the frequency of PD-L1+ CSC correlated negatively
with that of CD4+ T cells in patients with NSCLC. Moreover, a higher percentage of PD-L1+ CSC was observed in
patients with progressive disease suggesting resistance of
CSC to conventional therapies.59
Overall, our data demonstrate that human lung CSC
initiate an EMT signature characterized by upregulation
of specific EMT transcription factors and downregulation
of E-cadherin adhesion protein at the plasma membrane.
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Supplementary Figure 4
RNA-seq analyses of Heu-CSC and CSC-1 compared to IGR-Heu and cytotoxicity experiment.
A. Dot plot of enriched pathways determined from enrichment analysis results at adjusted p-value <0.1 using C5
collection of MSigDB (MSigDB, C5, v7.4). Each dot plot shows enriched pathways in RNA-seq. The size of the
dot represents -log2 (qvalue + 1), and the color represents gene count. B. Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA)
of Heu-CSC/CSC-1 versus IGR-Heu in RNA-seq data. The graph shows the top of the enrichment plot of
pathways enriched in CSC versus IGR-Heu with FDR q-value <0.1. Enrichment score for the gene set as the
analysis ‘‘walks down’’ the ranked list of genes; the position of gene set members (black vertical lines) in the
ranked list of genes and the value of ranking metric are shown. As demonstrated, a set of genes corresponding to
“CELL-CELL ADHESION” is enriched in top-ranking genes, which is shown by the green line. C. Cytotoxic
activity of the TRM clone (Heu171) towards autologous IGR-Heu tumor cells, preincubated with neutralizing antiICAM-1 mAb or isotype control. Cytotoxicity was measured by a conventional 4 h 51Cr-release assay at indicated
effector-to-target (E:T) cell ratios. Horizontal bars represent means ± SEM. Data are from one representative
experiment out of two.
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Supplementary Table S1: Differential gene expression profiles of Heu-CSC/CSC1 and IGR-Heu cells
Functions
SIGNALING

Genes
UP

DOWN
DEVELOPMENT

UP

DOWN

DIFFERENTIATION

UP

METABOLISM

DOWN
UP

DOWN

CTNNA1;CGA;PTPRN;TBL1X;PTPRF;CDH3;SEMA4C;PDK3;SCG2;GNG12;ITGB5;PRDX4;NDRG4;CLSTN3;PRKAA2;TLE1;MID1;JAK1;NES;
FGFR4;NLGN2;KREMEN1;PNKD;AGRN;LAMB2;MERTK;ZFP36L1;ZYX;TIMP2;FN1;PJA2;SEC14L1;CD276;FURIN; RHOC;HSPA1A;MIER1;
EPHA1;NOTCH1;PLPP3;HIP1;TXNDC12;GSN;GADD45A;NFKBIA;PDGFRA;BMF;FGFRL1;EPN2;GNAI3;JUN;TGFBR3;PER1;DNM1L;VGF;
ARPC1B;PRKACB;KRT19;PTK2;PCGF2;ERRFI1;SORT1;MSN;BAMBI;GTF2B;PDE4D;TGFBR1;PLK3;WDFY1;GLG1;SLC9A1;LAMTOR5;SH3KBP1;
IRS1;HSPB1;CNTN1;THBS1;TGIF2;DBI;MUC15;TAB3;DAP;KLF7;HEG1; MDK;EGFL7;GRINA;TM2D1;ZNF703;MFGE8;EPHA2;ATP2B4;ERN1;
LDLRAP1;MAGED1;CDON;CEBPB;CBLN1;BCL6;STX1A; HSPA5;PLK2;FOS;PSMB2;PSMA5;INSIG2;CRABP2;PKHD1;BTN2A2;VEGFA;DNM1;
CXXC5;P4HB;ACVR2B;RND1;GLIS2; ARHGAP42;CITED2;BNIP3L;HLA-E;KLB;OBSCN;RAPGEF1;ERO1A;MAP3K6;EIF2AK3;FOXD1;AKAP12;
CHGB;IHH;NR1D1; LCP1;MSX1;BCL10;ARHGEF2;OPN3;TIAF1;PAQR7;ADCY9;ADAMTS1;PRKG1;ARHGEF28;PTPRE;MAP3K15;FZD10;
TBKBP1;FST;CHST11;ZC3H12A;SIRPA;NUMBL;SOCS3;ANKRA2;DAB2IP;DHRS3;ADGRB2;LAMC2;BOC;SERPINF2;PAK3; TGFB1; COL4A5;
CNKSR1;PTP4A3
SYT2;SLC6A3;CPLX2;NOVA1;CACNA1A;MVB12B;LRFN2;SNCAIP;CBLN2;DACT1;APPL2;BCHE;UNC13B;LYPD1;NRG4;VAV2;MUC4;GAD2;
PPP3CB;PLCE1;SUCNR1;CHUK;PSMC5;PTK6;CNR1;PSMB6;AMOTL1;VAMP8;NPTX1
CTNNA1;PLOD1;CLIP2;PTPRN;ARSL;PTPRF;ASB4;CBX2;SH3PXD2B;CDH3;NEFH;SEMA4C;ETV4;SCG2;GNG12;ITGB5;KLF13;PRDX4;NDRG4;
CLSTN3;MAP1B;OBSL1;DBN1;NES;BHLHE40;NLGN2;GGT7;KREMEN1;LOXL2;AGRN;SHROOM2;LAMB2; CARMIL2;MERTK;ECE1;ZFP36L1;
BASP1;TIMP2;FN1;FURIN;MFSD14A;HSPA1A;EPHA1;HEXB;NOTCH1;GSN;GADD45A; NFKBIA;IRF6;PDGFRA;STS;AGGF1;FGFRL1;AGO3;
NEUROD1;NID1;JUN;MYSM1;TGFBR3;SLC25A24;SWAP70;SGCE;VGF; RAPH1;SERPINH1;EPPK1;PRKACB;CELSR3;KRT19;PTK2;PCGF2;
TWF2;TRNP1;ERRFI1;ABCG1;MSN;PAX3;PDE4D;TGFBR1; ETV5;CCNYL1;WDTC1;LNPK;CELF3;GLG1;SLC9A1;PHACTR4;PTPN12;CES1;
SH3KBP1;P3H1;HSPB1;PAPSS1;PIR;CNTN1; SDC4;THBS1;TENM4;TGIF2;MBOAT7;TMEM98;HES1;PRDX1;LRP1;KLF7;HEG1;SPINT1;JMJD6;
SELENON;MDK;TEAD3; EGFL7;PTCD2;CTSB;SPAG4;ZNF703;MFGE8;PLOD3;SPTBN4;HECA;TAPT1;TRAPPC2;EPHA2;SLC39A13;ATP2B4;
MAGED1; DPYSL5;GSTM3;CDON;KDELR1;CEBPB;CBLN1;KDM6B;ALDOC;SAT1;LEPR;BCL6;LIN7A;PLK2;FOS;SLC44A4;PSMA5;AGO4;BTF3;
INSIG2;GDI1;CRABP2;STK40;DUSP5;PKHD1;DNAJB9;MYO1E;BTN2A2;VEGFA;FLRT3;MMP15;SIX1;DNM1;KLF5;SZT2;NLN;HOMER1;
CNNM4;FREM2;PRSS8;ACVR2B;DMTN;HOOK1;CLSTN1;CUL7;RND1;GLIS2;CITED2;HLA-E;NR2F1;SEMA4F; SEZ6;ATP6AP1;FASN;EPB41L3;
HSBP1;RILPL2;PLXNA3;OBSCN;SLC11A2;EIF2AK3;PIGA;FOXD1;COL4A2;IHH;NR1D1;MSX1; EXT1;BCL10;SDK2;ARHGEF2;CRELD1;PAQR7;
ADCY9;ADAMTS1;SRGAP2;ACVR2A;SP5;PIGV;PRKG1;WDR47;AMOT;MEIS1; FST;CHST11;ZC3H12A;NUMBL;SOCS3;PTBP2;DAB2IP;DHRS3;
ADGRB2;LAMC2;HOXD1;TNFAIP2;HPCAL4;TMEM178A; ABCB4;BOC;SERPINF2;HDAC5;KLHL41;PAK3;TGFB1;NPAS2;HCN1;TPPP3
INA;RRM1;HPS6;SLIT3;PPP2R3A;COQ2;INSM1;NCAM1;GLUD1;RAP1GAP2;CPS1;MAPKAP1;DPCD;UGT8;PTK6;POC1A; SLC29A3;RFX3;
CLDN1;FARS2;ZBTB18;GPAM;ANXA4;TCF12;SCN8A;PDE3B;PHLDB2;DACT1;PERCC1;GCDH;PDCD2;TGFB3;RNASEH2A;AMIGO2;NAXE;
ATOH8;CACNA1A;WDR4;ADGRL3;PBX3;SMAD9;SLC6A3;SGPL1;ZNF488;KCNMA1;TRIM16
MEIS1;FST;CHST11;ZC3H12A;NUMBL;SOCS3;DAB2IP;LAMC2;HOXD1;TMEM178A;IRX2;BOC;SERPINF2;HDAC5;KLHL41;PAK3;TGFB1;HCN1;
MDK;ZNF703;HSPA1A;PLOD3;SPTBN4;PTPRF;ASB4;CBX2;SH3PXD2B;EPHA2;EPHA1;NOTCH1;CDON;KDELR1;CDH3;GSN;CEBPB;NFKBIA;
NEFH; SEMA4C;ETV4;CBLN1;PDGFRA;ALDOC;ABCA2;LEPR;BCL6;PLK2;FOS;NEUROD1;SLC44A4;LPL;AGO4;CRABP2;CTNNA1;BTN2A2;
KLF13;VEGFA;JUN;SIX1;TGFBR3;PRDX4;NDRG4;KLF5;VGF;PRSS8;ACVR2B; SERPINH1;CUL7;RND1;CITED2;KRT19;TWF2;NR2F1;SEMA4F;
ERRFI1;ABCG1;PTPRN;SORT1;MSN;BAMBI;MAP1B;OBSL1;DBN1;SINHCAF;PDE4D;TGFBR1;ETV5;BHLHE40;PLXNA3;OBSCN; ERO1A;
KREMEN1;GLG1;LOXL2;SLC9A1;FOXD1;CES1; SH3KBP1;P3H1;IHH;AGRN;NR1D1;LAMB2;CNTN1;EXT1;NAB1;THBS1;IFNGR1;SDF4;MERTK;
ARHGEF2;TENM4;TGIF2; ZFP36L1;TMEM98;HES1;BASP1;TIMP2;ADAMTS1;LRP1;BBS9;FN1;PRKG1;KLF7;HEG1;FZD10;SPINT1;JMJD6
FBN2;FHOD3;KITLG;ASCL1;NOLC1;DDX21;PTK6;ASF1A;RPS15;DLL4;PERCC1;RET;INSM1;ALDH1A2;NKX2-2;BCHE;JAG1; NFIB;ROBO1
CGA;PTPRN;TBL1X;TFPI;CBX2;SH3PXD2B;SEMA4C;ETV4;PDK3;PRDX4;NDRG4;SLC16A3;PRKAA2;PCSK1;TLE1;MID1;PCBP4;ACOT9;RRBP1;
ZNF217; FGFR4;BHLHE40;GGT7;LOXL2;AGRN;LPCAT2;MERTK;PDHA1;ECE1;ZFP36L1;TMTC1;PIGK;BASP1;TIMP2;AMPD2;FN1;PJA2;
HS2ST1;FURIN;HSPA1A;HABP4;EPHA1;HEXB;NOTCH1;PLPP3;PUDP;HIP1;GSN;GADD45A;NFKBIA;PDGFRA;STS;MKLN1;EIF2S3;AGO3;PDPR;
GNAI3;BEX4;SGPP2;JUN;PER1;DNM1L;NPC2;PNPLA4;RNF19B;SERPINH1;GLRX;PRKACB;CELSR3;ACSS2;ERRFI1;ABCG1;ATP1A1;SNAP25;
MSN;PAX3;PDE4D;TGFBR1;ETV5;CCNYL1;PLK3;RAVER2;TPST1;WDTC1;MTF2;CELF3;ELAVL4;DHX29;SRSF11;SMN1;GLG1;ZCCHC9;SLC9A1;
ZNF326;PACSIN3;CES1;IRS1;P3H1;HDAC1;HSPB1;ERBIN;PAPSS1;PUM1;ERAP2;CNTN1;THBS1;LTBR;TGIF2;DBI;SIAE;NME4;ATP5PB;
MUC15;MBOAT7;GDE1;NSUN4;TAB3;LPIN2;CHPF2;LRP1;DAP;SMS;MCCC2;KLF7;HEG1;NR0B1;JMJD6;SF3B1;SH3GLB1;MDK;ZDHHC7;
TUT4;TEAD3;ALG2;PTCD2;ST6GALNAC6;PDP2;H6PD;ZNF703;ANKRD13C;PLOD3;ZRSR2;SPTBN4;TRNAU1AP;MXI1;UGDH;SERINC2;EPHA2;
NUAK1;GEMIN8;RHOQ;ATP2B4;ERN1;EIF4G3;PPT1;LDLRAP1;MAGED1;NRDC;DYRK2;GSTM3;SRSF4;CDON;DNAJB2;CEBPB;ALDOC;ABCA2;
LEPR;BCL6;HSPA5;PLK2;FOS;SLC44A4;PSMB2;PSMA5;PNPLA8;AGO4;INSIG2;INPP5A;CRABP2;NFIL3;STK40;DUSP5;PKM;B3GNT7;PKHD1;
PTP4A2;BTN2A2;AASS;VEGFA;FLRT3;DNM1;NLN;DNAJC10;SP3;CTSD;POR;PNPLA3;GPR37;ACVR2B;GK;SBF1;GLIS2;PLD3;CITED2;MRPS27;
CLK1;MAGEF1;GALNT5;DPY19L1;NR2F1;PTPRH;ATP6AP1;MOGS;KLB;PLEKHA2;FASN;ELK4;PFKFB4;CCNH;HSBP1;CWC27;MKNK1;SREBF2;
MAP3K6;CYP51A1;ITGAV;SLC11A2;EIF2AK3;PIGA;CMPK1;FOXD1;CRTAP;WDR45B;STK26;AKAP12;DGKQ;U2AF2;C11orf95;IHH;TERF2IP;
NR1D1;FLOT1;THRAP3;EXT1;BCL10;PIGZ;IDS;IFNGR1;ARHGEF2;EPS15;DHCR7;STK38L;ADCY9;SERBP1;CHPF;CAMKV;SP5;PIGV;ABLIM3;
MAP3K15;FZD10;MOXD1;OMA1;SMN1;RCOR2;ACSS1;PCOLCE;FST;CHST11;ZC3H12A;SIRPA;IER5;SOCS3;ZDHHC18;PTBP2;DAB2IP;DHRS3;
POGLUT3;IRX2;ABCB4;SERPINF2;HDAC5;PAK3;TGFB1;NPAS2;PTGS1
WARS1;TRPM6;DDC;BCAT2;MCCC1;RRP1B;FANCE;DDX46;ZNF488;AGXT;SGPL1;SLC6A3;ALDH1A2;SMAD9;FAM111B;SLC27A2;KDM1B;
PCCA;JAG1;PWP2;FAAH;SMOC2;RRP1;WDR4;AGPAT3;MST1R;RRP12;HELLS;CWF19L1;CHAF1A;CBS;BDH1;ATOH8;SLF2;NAXE;CPEB3;
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UTP14A;PCLAF;ERI2;RMI1;PRIM1;NDUFS7;GEN1;ATRIP;CHAC2;RRM1;DNAJC15;COMMD1;BRMS1
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CTNNA1;ASB4;SH3PXD2B;NEFH;SEMA4C;SCG2;ITGB5;NDRG4;TLE1;JAK1;MAP1B;OBSL1;DBN1;NES;LOXL2;AGRN;SHROOM2;LAMB2;
CARMIL2;MERTK;ECE1;ZFP36L1;BASP1;FN1;MFSD14A;RHOC;EPHA1;HEXB;NOTCH1;GADD45A;PDGFRA;FGFRL1;NEUROD1;EPN2;JUN;
TGFBR3;RAPH1;SERPINH1;PRKACB;KRT19;PCGF2;TWF2;ERRFI1;MSN;BAMBI;PAX3;TGFBR1;ETV5;LNPK;GLG1;SH3KBP1;HSPB1;THBS1;
TENM4;TGIF2;KLF7;HEG1;SPINT1;MDK;EGFL7;MFGE8;PLOD3;SPTBN4;EPHA2;RHOQ;ATP2B4;MAGED1;CDON;HSPG2;CEBPB;CBLN1;
KDM6B;ABCA2;SAT1;BCL6;PLK2;SLC44A4;AGO4;INSIG2;CRABP2;DUSP5;VEGFA;MMP15;SIX1;FREM2;ACVR2B;CUL7;RND1;CITED2;
SEMA4F;RILPL2;PLXNA3;OBSCN;FOXD1;COL4A2;IHH;MSX1;EXT1;BCL10;ARHGEF2;ADAMTS1;SP5;ARHGEF28;OMA1;AMOT;FST;CHST11;
NUMBL;SOCS3;DAB2IP;DHRS3;ADGRB2;LAMC2;TNFAIP2;BOC;SERPINF2;HDAC5;KLHL41;PAK3;TGFB1;HCN1
CTNNA1;PTPRF;CDH3;NEFH;CLSTN3;MAP1B;OBSL1;NLGN2;AGRN;SHROOM2;LAMB2;ZYX;FN1;NOTCH1;PLPP3;FGFRL1;EPPK1;SLC9A1;
THBS1\N;HEG1;ZNF703;SPTBN4;EPHA2;CBLN1;VEGFA;OBSCN;ARHGEF2;AMOT;NUMBL;DAB2IP;ADGRB2;LAMC2;ABCB4;PAK3;TGFB1;
COL4A5;CNKSR1
CTNNA1;ARSL;PTPRF;ASB4;SH3PXD2B;ARSD;PDK3;GNG12;ITGB5;ACOT9;MAP1B;OBSL1;DBN1;SEPTIN9;GGT7;SHROOM2;LPCAT2;MSL2;
CARMIL2;MERTK;TMTC1;ZYX;PJA2;RHOC;HSPA1A;EPB41L1;EPHA1;KIF19;HEXB;ATL3;PLPP3;HIP1;GSN;GADD45A;PDGFRA;STS;MKLN1;
EIF2S3;BMF;FGFRL1;NYNRIN;GNAI3;SGPP2;ZZZ3;TGFBR3;KIF2A;SWAP70;DR1;DNM1L;KLHL24;RNF19B;ARPC1B;DNASE1;KRT19;PCGF2;
TWF2;MYADM;ABCG1;ATP1A1;MSN;GTF2B;PDE4D;TGFBR1;PLK3;RAD17;WDTC1;MTF2;DHX29;CAP1;SLC9A1;SEPTIN5;PTPN12;CES1;
SH3KBP1;IRS1;ATP13A2;THBS1;RRAGC;ADSS1;HEG1;MDK;CBX4;TAF13;PLOD3;SPTBN4;RBBP7;GFM2;EPHA2;RASA1;NUAK1;RHOQ;
ATP2B4;ERN1;MAGED1;AMN1;PRPS2;DYRK2;CHD1;UBE3C;KLHL15;RGS16;KDM6B;ABCA2;SAT1;BCL6;RAB9A;STX1A;HSPA5;PLK2;
RHBDD2;CCNG2;TNFAIP1;RAC3;PKM;B3GNT7;MYO1E;TAF6;GNB2;VEGFA;DNM1;TUBG2;ASAP3;DDOST;UBE2O;PNPLA3;GPR37;ACVR2B;
DMTN;CUL7;RND1;SH3BP1;TAF9;TMSB10;BNIP2;FBXL16;KLC4;KRAS;GALNT5;PTPRH;ASMTL;CCNH;OBSCN;ARFIP2;PCGF3;MAP3K6;
FBXO31;PIGA;ORMDL3;MYO6;GEM;LCP1;TRIM23;EXT1;PIGZ;ARHGEF2;ADCY9;GNB1;CHPF;ACVR2A;PIGV;PRKG1;ABLIM3;PTPRE;
MAP3K15;FZD10;ABLIM2;AMOT;SOCS3;ZDHHC18;DAB2IP;POGLUT3;ABCB4;SERPINF2;CORO2A;KLHL41;PAK3; TGFB1;PTP4A3
WARS1;TRPM6;NDUFV3;DDX46;UBE2G2;GET3;WDR4;MYO19;DSCC1;METTL1;MPP1;PDZK1;DDX21;PPA1;JADE2;ZC3H12C;RPP30;
RNASEH2A;SUZ12;POLRMT;TAF9B;PUS1;FBXL6;MICAL2;SPTSSB;PDZRN3;DNA2;MYO5C;POLR3A;RAD51D;MTIF2;BLM;CCNE2;SMC3;
DCLRE1A;FBXW7;RAN;KAT6B;GTF2F2;FEN1;GNAI1;TRIM25;AKR1C3;RAB8A;STUB1;UBR7;PCGF5;BCCIP;DTWD2;EXOSC5;POLR2E;DDX39A;
NDUFB8;AIFM2;UBE2QL1;FBXL15;BRIP1;KIF24;FARS2;PHKB;MSH2;NDOR1;MCM9;PRKAG1;FBXO25;PDCD6;ILVBL;NDUFB7;LACTB2;LIG1;
HECTD2;MYO3A;CBR1;ZNF738;PDSS2;KLHL3;TWNK;CHUK;TXNDC17;PSMC5;DDX51;CLPP;CD3EAP;POP4;MCM2;RTEL1;DDX50;NDUFA7;
CHTF18;SUPV3L1;TUBB2B;CDK5R1;MRM1;POLR3K;ATG3;TP53;INO80C;DUS3L;TET1;RAD18;SPATA5;ZGRF1;MMS19;PBRM1;ANAPC15;
PCNA;DHRS4;LAS1L;FIGNL1;AFG1L;NDUFA9;ATAD1;GUF1;CLPB;PNPT1;TSEN2;PTRHD1;BTAF1;PCGF6;CDC34;NSMCE1;MCM4;NFX1;
DCUN1D4;ATP5F1E;MCRS1;RNF138;ERI2;PRIM1;NDUFS7;GEN1;KIF13A;CCNJ;ZDHHC9;COMMD1;ENTPD8
CTNNA1;PTPRF;CDH3;ITGB5;CLSTN3;JAK1;OBSL1;DBN1;SEPTIN9;NLGN2;LOXL2;LAMB2;MERTK;ZFP36L1;ZYX;TIMP2;FN1;CD276;HSPA1A;
EPHA1;NOTCH1;PLPP3;GSN;PDGFRA;AGGF1;MKLN1;FGFRL1;EPN2;NID1;SWAP70;SGCE;CAST;CELSR3;PTK2;TWF2;MYADM;ARG2;MSN;
SLC9A1;HSPB1;ERBIN;CNTN1;SDC4;THBS1;TENM4;HES1;PRDX1;LRP1;LAMC1;MDK;EGFL7;ZNF703;MFGE8;BCAM;EPHA2;RASA1;NUAK1;
CDON;CEBPB;CBLN1;BCL6;SPINT2;RAC3;PKHD1;BTN2A2;BCAR1;VEGFA;FLRT3;SND1;P4HB;SP3;DMTN;CLSTN1;RND1;CITED2;HLA-E;
PTPRH;PCDH1;PLEKHA2;PLXNA3;OBSCN;ITGAV;IHH; FERMT2;LCP1;BCL10;SDK2;CDH1;SRGAP2;PRKG1;ZC3H12A;SIRPA;DAB2IP;LAMC2;
BOC;SERPINF2;PAK3;TGFB1;PCDHGA8;C2CD4B
ADGRL3;AMIGO2;PCDHA10;PCDHGB5;PCDHA4;PPFIA2;PGM5;PKNOX1;PCDHA5;NCAM1;CLDN7;CDHR3;PCDHA8
KLF13;PRKAA2;FGFR4;MERTK;ZFP36L1;HSPA1A;NOTCH1;PDGFRA;TGFBR3;PNPLA4;ABCG1;PDE4D;CES1;PRDX1;JMJD6;ATP2B4;LDLRAP1;
ABCA2;BCL6;VEGFA;SLC41A1;PNPLA3;DMTN;ERO1A;TSC22D3;NR1D1;ACVR2A;TMEM178A;ABCB4
FAM3B;DDC;MCCC1;KCNMA1;AGXT;SGPL1;PCCA;JAG1;NOVA1;WDR4;NEO1;CACNA1A;CBS;NAXE;ASCL1;MRPS16;RNASEH2A;PUS1;
GCDH;ETFDH;PCNT;F2RL3;UNC13B;ROBO1;TSFM;SCNN1A;MUC4;PNPO;NDUFB8;FARS2;AMACR;PLCE1;PET100;TMPRSS3;SUCNR1;
CLDN1;ANTXR1;SLC29A3;GSTO1;KLHL3;TWNK;POC1A;NDUFAF6;CNR1;SLC39A5;CPS1;HLCS;NDUFA11;NDUFA9;DSP;PNPT1;COQ2;
SLC25A26;ATP5F1E;NDUFS7
SEMA4C;SCG2;NDRG4;PRKAA2;TLE1;MID1;PCBP4;FGFR4;RAPGEF5;ZFP36L1;TIMP2;FN1;PJA2;SEC14L1;RHOC;HSPA1A;NOTCH1;HIP1;
GADD45A;PDGFRA;BMF;JUN;RIPOR1;PER1;ERRFI1;PDE4D;PLK3;RAD17;SLC9A1;IRS1;HDAC1;HSPB1;THBS1;TAB3;HEG1;TAF13;SPTBN4;
RBBP7;EPHA2;NUAK1;RHOQ;ATP2B4;MAGED1;DYRK2;CDON;RAB9A;PLK2;PKHD1;TAF6;VEGFA;RND1;TAF9;ARHGAP42;KLB;OBSCN;
MAP3K6;AKAP12;NR1D1;MSX1;ARHGEF2;ARHGEF28;MAP3K15;FZD10;ARHGEF4;AMOT;DAB2IP;SERPINF2;PAK3;TGFB1;CNKSR1;PTP4A3
YJU2;PTTG1IP;TAF9B;DNA2;BLM;TP73;BRIP1;PRKAG1;TAF15;CDK5R1;TP53;RMI1;ATRIP
CTNNA1;SH3PXD2B;NEFH;CLSTN3;PRKAA2;MID1;MAP1B;OBSL1;NES;FGFR4;SEPTIN9;NLGN2;AGRN;CARMIL2;ZYX;TIMP2;FN1;FURIN;
MFSD14A;ATG9A;HSPA1A;EPHA1;KIF19;NOTCH1;HIP1;GSN;PDGFRA;BMF;ASPH;OPRD1;TGFBR3;KIF2A;SWAP70;DNM1L;KRT19;TWF2;
MSN;TGFBR1;PLK3;CELF3;SLC9A1;ATP13A2;THBS1;TENM4;HEG1;ZNF703;ZRSR2;SPTBN4;TAPT1;IST1;GFM2;EPHA2;RHOQ;STXBP1;
CBLN1;ABCA2;OFD1;HSPA5;PLK2;PKHD1;GABARAPL2;VEGFA;MMP15;DNM1;KLF5;ASAP3;MARK4;DMTN;CLSTN1;SH3BP1;TMSB10;NINL;
MRPS27;BNIP3L;RILPL2;OBSCN;SREBF2;RETREG3;WDR45B;IHH;DVL1;LCP1;ARHGEF2;GABARAPL1;BBS9;ABLIM3;ARHGEF4;ABLIM2;
SGIP1;PTBP2;DAB2IP;ADGRB2;LAMC2;SERPINF2;KLHL41;PAK3;TGFB1;TPPP3
MRPS16;MRPL43;MICAL2;SCIN;MRPL53;KIF24;MRPS25;GADD45GIP1;FRAT2;CHCHD1;PTCD3;CHMP3;MRPL15;CLEC16A;ATG3;WASHC2C;
MRPL34
ARSL;PTPRF;TFPI;ARSD;GNG12;ACOT9;SEPTIN9;EVI5;AGRN;TIMP2;FN1;FURIN;RHOC;HSPA1A;EPHA1;KIF19;ATL3;PLPP3;HIP1;GSN;
PDGFRA;STS;EIF2S3;NYNRIN;GNAI3;SGPP2;JUN;KIF2A;DNM1L;SERPINH1;CAST;PTK2;ERRFI1;ABCG1;SORT1;PDE4D;PRDX5;RAD17;DHX29;
ZCCHC9;LAMTOR5;PHACTR4;SEPTIN5;CES1;ATP13A2;THBS1;RRAGC;DAP;ADSS1;SPINT1;DNAJB4;GFM2;EPHA2;RASA1;NUAK1;RHOQ;
PPT1;CHD1;RGS16;DNAJB2;ABCA2;LEPR;BCL6;RAB9A;HSPA5;ARFGEF3;LPL;RAC3;MYO1E;GNB2;VEGFA;DNM1;TUBG2;ASAP3;PNPLA3;
RND1;SH3BP1;BNIP2;ARHGAP42;KLC4;KRAS;PTPRH;ASMTL;PLXNA3;EIF2AK3;MYO6;GEM;TRIM23;BCL10;GNB1;SRGAP2;PRKG1;PTPRE;
FZD10;AMOT;PCOLCE;DAB2IP;ABCB4;SERPINF2;PTP4A3
DDX46;FAAH;GET3;PLA2G12B;MYO19;DSCC1;DDX21;PPA1;DNA2;MYO5C;RAD51D;MTIF2;BLM;SMC3;BCHE;RAN;GTF2F2;GNAI1;RAB8A;
DDX39A;BRIP1;KIF24;MSH2;MCM9;PSMC5;DDX51;CLPP;MCM2;RTEL1;DDX50;CHTF18;SUPV3L1;TUBB2B;SPATA5;PBRM1;FIGNL1;AFG1L;
ATAD1;PLA2G4F;GUF1;CLPB;BTAF1;MCM4;ATP5F1E;KIF13A;ENTPD8
SH3PXD2B;SEMA4C;ITGB5;NDRG4;CLSTN3;MAP1B;OBSL1;DBN1;FGFR4;AGRN;LAMB2;ZFP36L1;ZYX;BASP1;TIMP2;FN1;FURIN;HSPA1A;
NOTCH1;GSN;PDGFRA;FGFRL1;EPN2;JUN;MYSM1;TGFBR3;RAPH1;SERPINH1;EPPK1;TWF2;ERRFI1;SORT1;BAMBI;PDE4D;TGFBR1;WDTC1;
ELAVL4;GLG1;SLC9A1;PTPN12;HSPB1;THBS1;TENM4;HEG1;MDK;ZNF703;PLOD3;SPTBN4;TRAPPC2;EPHA2;ATP2B4;HSPG2;DNAJB2;
RHBDF2;LEPR;BCL6;HSPA5;FOS;SLC44A4;CRABP2;STK40;VEGFA;CPLX1;ACVR2B;CLSTN1;CUL7;CITED2;SEMA4F;KLB;PLXNA3;FOXD1;IHH;
MSX1;EXT1;MEIS1;FST;CHST11;SOCS3;PTBP2;DAB2IP;BOC;TGFB1;IGFBPL1;PTP4A3
FANCE;JAG1;WDR4;RIPK4;MVB12B;RNASEH2A;POLR3A;PCNT;BLM;SMC3;CDC6;TSFM;OSGEP;BRIP1;ESCO2;NUP88;ATP6V0A2;OTUD6B;
RTEL1;PTK6;NDUFA11;CDC45;PNPT1;MCM4;COQ2;NDUFS7;ATRIP;TCTN3
CTNNA1;CGA;PTPRF;SCG2;SEMA4C;ITGB5;NDRG4;SLC16A3;MAP1B;FGFR4;LOXL2;SHROOM2;LAMB2;CARMIL2;MERTK;FN1;EPHA1;
NOTCH1;PLPP3;GADD45A;PDGFRA;BEX4;JUN;RIPOR1;TGFBR3;EPPK1;MSN;PDE4D;CELF3;GLG1;SLC9A1;SH3KBP1;HSPB1;THBS1;MDK;
ZNF703;EPHA2;ATP2B4;PLK2;VEGFA;ASAP3;TMSB10;CITED2;AKAP12;LCP1;ARHGEF2;ADAMTS1;PRKG1;AMOT;DAB2IP;LAMC2;HDAC5;
PAK3;TGFB1;PTP4A3
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SLF2;DSCC1;SMC2;CCNE2;SMC3;FBXW7;RAN;AKAP8;FEN1;CDC6;WAPL;ZWINT;CHAMP1;BRIP1;ESCO2;NCAPG;CDK5RAP2;TEX15;RRS1;
SLC25A5;RAD18;MMS19;ANAPC15;RMI1;GEN1;CENPQ
FANCE;CHAF1A;SLF2;RNASEH2A;DNA2;RAD51D;BLM;SMC3;DCLRE1A;FEN1;TRIM25;STUB1;SHLD2;UBA52;BCCIP;POLR2E;TP73;BRIP1;
ESCO2;MSH2;MCM9;LIG1;TEX15;MCM2;RTEL1;DOT1L;ASF1A;TP53;INO80C;RAD18;MMS19;PCNA;FIGNL1;CDC45;NSMCE1;MCM4;
MCRS1;RNF138;PCLAF;RMI1;GEN1;ATRIP;COMMD1
NLGN2;LOXL2;HIP1;GSN;MKLN1;EPN2;FNBP1L;DNM1L;SNAP25;SORT1;CAP1;PACSIN3;SH3KBP1;THBS1;LRP1;JMJD6;MFGE8;RHOQ;PPT1;
LDLRAP1;HSPG2;ABCA2;HYOU1;UNC119;STX1A;MYO1E;VEGFA;DNM1;SH3BP1;MICALL1;DGKQ;PIKFYVE;FLOT1;EPS15;SGIP1
CGA;PTPRN;TBL1X;CBX2;CDH3;ETV4;PDK3;PRKAA2;PCSK1;TLE1;RRBP1;ZNF217;FGFR4;BHLHE40;GGT7;LOXL2;AGRN;LPCAT2;PDHA1;
ZFP36L1;TMTC1;PIGK;BASP1;ACSS3;AMPD2;HS2ST1;FURIN;HSPA1A;HABP4;HEXB;NOTCH1;PLPP3;PUDP;GADD45A;EIF2S3;AGO3;PDPR;
SGPP2;JUN;PER1;ACSS2;ERRFI1;ABCG1;ATP1A1;PAX3;PDE4D;ETV5;PLK3;WDTC1;DHX29;SLC9A1;CES1;IRS1;HSPB1;PAPSS1;PUM1;THBS1;
TGIF2;DBI;NME4;MUC15;MBOAT7;NSUN4;LPIN2;DAP;KLF7;ADSS1;NR0B1;MDK;TEAD3;ST6GALNAC6;PDP2;H6PD;ZNF703;PLOD3;
TRNAU1AP;MXI1;GFM2;ATP2B4;EIF4G3;PPT1;MAGED1;CDON;CEBPB;ALDOC;ABCA2;SAT1;LEPR;FOS;SLC44A4;LPL;AGO4;INSIG2;NFIL3;
PKM;B3GNT7;AASS;VEGFA;EIF1AX;PNPLA3;ACVR2B;GK;GLIS2;CITED2;MRPS27;GALNT5;NR2F1;PLEKHA2;FASN;CYP39A1;MKNK1;
EIF2AK3;PIGA;FOXD1;WDR45B;AKAP12;DGKQ;C11orf95;IHH;NR1D1;EXT1;PIGZ;ARHGEF2;FADS2;DHCR7;ADCY9;CHPF;ACBD3;SP5;PIGV;
ABLIM3;MOXD1;RCOR2;ACSS1;FST;CHST11;ZC3H12A;IER5;ZDHHC18;GSTM4;PTBP2;DAB2IP;POGLUT3;IRX2;SERPINF2;HDAC5;PAK3;
TGFB1;NPAS2;PTGS1
WARS1;DDC;BCAT2;AGXT;SLC6A3;SLC27A2;SMOC2;CBS;CPEB3;DSCC1;NOLC1;PPA1;MAP3K4;LSS;MRPS16;CDK5RAP1;MRPL43;GCDH;
SPTSSB;EIF3G;MRPL54;MTIF2;RBM3;MRPL53;TRIM25;RPL36;UBA52;TSFM;PCBD1;RPL18A;PA2G4;MRPS25;FARS2;GADD45GIP1;AMACR;
CHCHD1;PTCD3;ACSL5;MRPL15;TRUB2;NDUFA7;CHTF18;MPV17L2;TP53;CPS1;RPS15;CIRBP;RPS28;LRPPRC;RPL22L1;PLA2G4F;GUF1;
INSM1;GSS;PCLAF;MRPL34;CHAC2
CGA;PTPRN;TBL1X;CBX2;ELL2;ETV4;KLF13;TLE1;PCBP4;ZNF217;BHLHE40;LOXL2;AGRN;ZFP36L1;BASP1;ZNF704;HSPA1A;MIER1;NOTCH1;
PLPP3;GADD45A;NFKBIA;IRF6;RLF;NEUROD1;ZZZ3;JUN;MYSM1;DR1;PER1;PAX3;GTF2B;ETV5;PLK3;WDTC1;ELAVL4;SLC9A1;HSPB1;PIR;
GPBP1L1;THBS1;TGIF2;ZNF43;TAB3;LPIN2;ARMCX3;DAP;KLF7;NR0B1;JMJD6;TEAD3;CBX4;TAF13;ZNF703;TRNAU1AP;MXI1;KDM3A;
TRAPPC2;MAGED1;CDON;GATAD1;CEBPB;BCL6;FOS;AGO4;INSIG2;NFIL3;PKHD1;DMTF1;ZNF585B;VEGFA;SIX1;SND1;KLF5;CXXC5;SP3;
MDFIC;ACVR2B;ARID3B;GLIS2;LRIF1;CITED2;ZNF814;NR2F1;ELK4;HSBP1;ZNF821;ZNF292;TSC22D3;FOXD1;DGKQ;IHH;NR1D1;MSX1;
NAB1;BCL10;ARHGEF2;HBP1;ZIK1;GABARAPL1;SP5;ABLIM3;ZNF432;MEIS1;RCOR2;FST;IER5;PTBP2;DAB2IP;HOXD1;IRX2;SERPINF2;
CORO2A;HDAC5;TGFB1;NPAS2
SMAD9;PBX3;NR2C2AP;ATOH8;TGFB3;NFIC;ZNF215;TCF12;ANXA4;ERLIN1;AHRR;ZBTB18;MED24;RBL1;RFX3;ZSCAN31;WWC1;ZNF317;
ZNF518A;PKNOX1;TFAP4;NRIP1;INTS8;IKZF2;BRMS1
PTPRN;SCG2;PRDX4;NLGN2;PNKD;MERTK;TIMP2;FN1;HSPA1A;NOTCH1;NEUROD1;DNM1L;VGF;ABCG1;SEPTIN5;CES1;IRS1;P3H1;
ATP13A2;THBS1;LRP1;KLF7;CBLN1;RHBDF2;ALDOC;STX1A;SLC44A4;SLC17A9;LPL;BTN2A2;VEGFA;TMEM167A;CPLX1;STEAP3;ACVR2B;
HLA-E;SLC1A7;FOXD1;AKAP12;NR1D1;IFNGR1;TMEM167B;TNFAIP2;ABCB4;SERPINF2; TGFB1
FAM3B;SYT2;CPLX2;CACNA1A;SNCAIP;UNC13B;GAD2;CNR1;VAMP8
ASB4;PDK3;GGT7;LPCAT2;MSL2;MERTK;TMTC1;PJA2;EPHA1;HEXB;GADD45A;PDGFRA;MKLN1;FGFRL1;ZZZ3;TGFBR3;DR1;KLHL24;
RNF19B;PCGF2;GTF2B;TGFBR1;PLK3;WDTC1;MTF2;IRS1;THBS1;HEG1;CBX4;TAF13;PLOD3;RBBP7;EPHA2;NUAK1;ATP2B4;ERN1;MAGED1;
AMN1;PRPS2;DYRK2;UBE3C;KLHL15;KDM6B;SAT1;PLK2;RHBDD2;CCNG2;TNFAIP1;PKM;B3GNT7;TAF6;VEGFA;DDOST;UBE2O;PNPLA3;
GPR37;ACVR2B;CUL7;TAF9;FBXL16;GALNT5;PTPRH;CCNH;OBSCN;PCGF3;MAP3K6;FBXO31;PIGA;ORMDL3;MYO6;TRIM23;EXT1;PIGZ;
ADCY9;CHPF;ACVR2A;PIGV;PRKG1;MAP3K15;FZD10;SOCS3;ZDHHC18;DAB2IP;POGLUT3;PAK3;TGFB1
UBE2G2;WDR4;METTL1;JADE2;SUZ12;POLRMT;TAF9B;FBXL6;SPTSSB;PDZRN3;DNA2;POLR3A;CCNE2;FBXW7;KAT6B;GTF2F2;TRIM25;
STUB1;UBR7;PCGF5;BCCIP;POLR2E;UBE2QL1;FBXL15;PHKB;PRKAG1;FBXO25;PDCD6;ILVBL;HECTD2;ZNF738;PDSS2;KLHL3;CHUK;CD3EAP;
CDK5R1;POLR3K;ATG3;TP53;INO80C;RAD18;MMS19;ANAPC15;PCNA;LAS1L;PCGF6;CDC34;NSMCE1;NFX1;DCUN1D4;MCRS1;RNF138;
PRIM1;CCNJ;ZDHHC9;COMMD1
RRP1B;PWP2;RRP1;WDR4;RRP12;METTL1;NOLC1;DDX21;RPP30;PDCD11;CDK5RAP1;PUS1;NPM3;DTWD2;OSGEP;EXOSC5;NOL6;ADAT2;
PA2G4;FARS2;FAM207A;RRS1;DDX51;POP4;MRM1;POLR3K;RPS15;DUS3L;RPS28;LAS1L;NOL8;TSEN2;UTP14A;ERI2
BCAT2;MCCC1;AGXT;PCCA;BDH1;NAXE;FLAD1;MRPS16;PITRM1;POLRMT;PUS1;MRPL43;GCDH;SDHAF3;DNA2;ETFDH;GLRX2;MRPL54;
COQ3;MRPL53;TSFM;FECH;NDUFB8;FARS2;GADD45GIP1;CHCHD1;LACTB2;MRPL15;TRUB2;TWNK;SUCLG2;NDUFA7;SUPV3L1;MPV17L2;V
DAC2;SLC25A5;MRM1;TP53;CPS1;NDUFA9;GUF1;PNPT1;ATP5F1E;NDUFS7;MRPL34;DNAJC15
TBL1X;PRKAA2;PCBP4;AGRN;ZFP36L1;TIMP2;SGTB;FURIN;HSPA1A;HEXB;BMF;AGO3;RNF19B;DNASE1;PTK2;MSN;PLK3;ELAVL4;SLC9A1;
PACSIN3;IRS1;HSPB1;PUM1;ATP13A2;TAB3;LRP1;DAP;TUT4;CTSB;ATP2B4;ERN1;PPT1;AMN1;CTSF;HSPG2;UBE3C;KLHL15;DNAJB2;
ALDOC;ABCA2;HSPA5;PLK2;RHBDD2;PSMB2;PSMA5;AGO4;PKM;DNAJB9;SND1;CUL7;GK;FBXL16;BNIP3L;MAGEF1;NTAN1;PFKFB4;
DRAM2;CCDC115;FBXO31;ANKZF1;NR1D1;THRAP3;IDS;SERBP1;OMA1;ZC3H12A;DAB2IP;TGFB1
BCAT2;MCCC1;AGXT;SLC6A3;SLC27A2;PCCA;UBE2G2;FAAH;PLA2G12B;CBS;BDH1;CPEB3;MVB12B;ENOSF1;RNASEH2A;FBXL6;GCDH;
LSM7;DNA2;AMBP;DACT1;KHK;FEN1;RPL36;SDSL;UBA52;PCBD1;RPL18A;EXOSC5;PYGB;GAD2;FBXL15;NUP88;SORD;PHKB;RNH1;AMACR;
PLCE1;PRKAG1;RNASEH2B;NUP50;KLHL3;USP20;PSMC5;SUPV3L1;TAF15;CNR1;CYP27B1;PSMB6;TP53;CPS1;RPS15;TET1;CIRBP;RPS28;
LRPPRC;PLA2G4F;NUP155;PNPT1;UBXN8;ERI2;ENTPD8
PLOD1;CLIP2;SH3PXD2B;CDH3;KLF13;PRDX4;DBT;JAK1;AGRN;LAMB2;CARMIL2;MERTK;ECE1;ZFP36L1;TIMP2;PJA2;SEC14L1;CD276;
HSPA1A;NOTCH1;ATL3;GSN;NFKBIA;PDGFRA;STS;FGFRL1;AGO3;JUN;MYSM1;TGFBR3;SLC25A24;SWAP70;RNF19B;PRKACB;DNASE1;
PCGF2;CD99;ARG2;MSN;PDE4D;TGFBR1;SH3KBP1;PIR;ERAP2;THBS1;SIAE;MUC15;TMEM98;HES1;TAB3;JMJD6;SELENON;MDK;EPHA2;
CDON;HSPG2;KDELR1;CEBPB;KIAA0319L;ALDOC;OFD1;LEPR;BCL6;STX1A;FOS;PSMA5;AGO4;DNAJB9;MYO1E;BTN2A2;VEGFA;SIX1;CPLX1;
DMTN;CITED2;BNIP3L;HLA-E;FASN;TSC22D3;PIGA;IHH;NR1D1;LCP1;MSX1;EXT1;BCL10;IDS;CAPN5;ACVR2A;MEIS1;FST;ZC3H12A;SIRPA;
SOCS3;LAMC2;TMEM178A;ABCB4;HDAC5;PAK3;TGFB1;COL4A5
SEMA4C;SCG2;SLC16A3;MAP1B;LOXL2;MERTK;FN1;NOTCH1;PLPP3;GADD45A;JUN;SLC25A24;KIF2A;EPPK1;POMGNT1;PDE4D;HSPB1;
THBS1;MBOAT7;MAN1B1;MDK;TAF13;GFM2;EPHA2;ATP2B4;KLHL15;STXBP1;OFD1;PLK2;VEGFA;ARMC9;ADGRG1;AHDC1;SLC25A22;
FBXO31;EIF2AK3;AKAP12;ARHGEF2;DHCR7;GNB1;PRKG1;AMOT;DAB2IP;HDAC5;PAK3;TGFB1;PTP4A3;
WDR4;C12orf4;RXYLT1;SUZ12;ETFDH;POLR3A;MED25;KAT6B;OSGEP;COL18A1;MSH2;ATP6V0A2;CDK5RAP2;CEP135;GPHN;TUBB2B;
KIAA0586;KIFBP;CC2D1A;IQCB1;GPX4;TSEN2;TCTN3
TFPI;TIMP2;FN1;HIP1;GSN;CAST;PRDX5;LAMTOR5;THBS1;DAP;VEGFA;EIF2AK3;BCL10;PCOLCE;SERPINF2
CTNNA1;CGA;PTPRN;CDH3;SCG2;PRDX4;NDRG4;NES;FGFR4;LOXL2;ZFP36L1;TIMP2;FN1;CD276;HSPA1A;EPHA1;NOTCH1;PDGFRA;
FGFRL1;GNAI3;BEX4;SGPP2;JUN;TGFBR3;EPPK1;PTK2;TRNP1;ERRFI1;ARG2;MSN;TGFBR1;ETV5;IRS1;P3H1;SDC4;THBS1;TENM4;HES1;
MDK;TEAD3;EGFL7;ZNF703;EPHA2;NUAK1;ERN1;LDLRAP1;MAGED1;CDON;CEBPB;SAT1;BCL6;PKHD1;BTN2A2;VEGFA;HLA-E;KLB;IHH;
NR1D1;ARHGEF2;ADAMTS1;PRKG1;MEIS1;FST;CHST11;IER5;NUMBL;PTBP2; DAB2IP;LAMC2;SERPINF2;KLHL41;TGFB1;PTGS1
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CTNNA1;SCG2;PRKAA2;TLE1;NES;KREMEN1;MERTK;ZFP36L1;HSPA1A;NOTCH1;HIP1;TXNDC12;GSN;GADD45A;NFKBIA;BMF;NEUROD1;
GNAI3;JUN;SLC25A24;DNM1L;CAST;DNASE1;PTK2;PCGF2;ARG2;SORT1;PAX3;TGFBR1;PRDX5;PLK3;SLC9A1;LAMTOR5;SH3KBP1;HSPB1;
THBS1;LRP1;DAP;MDK;CBX4;GRINA;TM2D1;CTSB;ANKRD13C;ERBB3;EPHA2;RASA1;ERN1;PPT1;MAGED1;CEBPB;STXBP1;HYOU1;BCL6;
HSPA5;PLK2;FOS;AGO4;STK40;PKHD1;VEGFA;SIX1;P4HB;STEAP3;MARK4;GPR37;BNIP2;CITED2;KRAS;BNIP3L;PTPRH;USP53;DRAM2;
OBSCN;ERO1A;TSC22D3;IER3;EIF2AK3;AKAP12;IHH;MSX1;BCL10;ARHGEF2;TIAF1;NRP1;ARHGEF4;OMA1;CHST11;ZC3H12A;SOCS3;
DAB2IP;PAK3;TGFB1;NPAS2
CTNNA1;PTPRN;CBX2;SH3PXD2B;PRDX4;GGT7;MERTK;ZFP36L1;BASP1;MFSD14A;NOTCH1;PDGFRA;STS;VGF;PRKACB;KRT19;ETV5;
CCNYL1;CELF3;MDK;TEAD3;SPAG4;MFGE8;SPTBN4;ATP2B4;CEBPB;FOS;AGO4;TEX15;VEGFA;P3H4;CITED2;IHH;PAQR7;ADAMTS1;FST;
SOCS3;TPPP3
CTNNA1;PTPRN;TFPI;ITGB5;PRKAA2;MAP1B;FGFR4;ZFP36L1;ZYX;TIMP2;HSPA1A;NOTCH1;PDGFRA;FGFRL1;GNAI3;JUN;TGFBR3;PER1;
VGF;PRKACB;KRT19;ERRFI1;ATP1A1;BAMBI;PDE4D;WDTC1;GLG1;SLC9A1;PTPN12;CES1;IRS1;THBS1;MDK;ZNF703;PLOD3;RHOQ;ATP2B4;
CEBPB;ABCA2;FOS;INSIG2;ACVR2B;CITED2;KLB;FOXD1;NR1D1;ARHGEF2;PAQR7;ATP1A3;ADCY9;PTPRE;FST;CHST11;SOCS3;DAB2IP;
HDAC5;TGFB1;HCN1
CTNNA1;TFPI;SCG2;SEMA4C;NDRG4;PRKAA2;TLE1;GGT7;KREMEN1;TIMP2;SEC14L1;HSPA1A;NOTCH1;TXNDC12;NFKBIA;PDGFRA;EPN2;
NEUROD1;GNAI3;TGFBR3;PER1;EPPK1;PRKACB;PCGF2;ERRFI1;ARG2;BAMBI;PDE4D;TGFBR1;GLG1;PTPN12;SH3KBP1;IRS1;HSPB1;THBS1;
KLF7;HEG1;MDK;EGFL7;EPHA2;ATP2B4;KLHL15;RGS16;CBLN1;BCL6;HSPA5;PLK2;INSIG2;DUSP5;PKHD1;BTN2A2;DNM1;GPR37;SH3BP1;
GLIS2;ARHGAP42;MAGEF1;HLA-E;SEMA4F;PLXNA3;NR1D1;ARHGEF2;PRKG1;PTPRE;FST;CHST11;SIRPA;SOCS3;DAB2IP;DHRS3;SERPINF2;
TGFB1
SH3PXD2B;SEPTIN9;NLGN2;AGRN;CARMIL2;HSPA1A;EPHA1;NOTCH1;BMF;THBS1;SPTBN4;EPHA2;CBLN1;PLK2;VEGFA;ASAP3;TMSB10;
LCP1;ARHGEF2;DAB2IP;SERPINF2;KLHL41;PAK3;TGFB1;TPPP3
RRP1B;PWP2;RRP1;RRP12;NOLC1;DDX21;RPP30;PDCD11;EIF3G;SF3A2;RAN;NPM3;SURF6;EXOSC5;NOL6;NLE1;PA2G4;NUP88;FAM207A;
NOP16;RRS1;DDX51;WDR43;POP4;MPV17L2;MRM1;SRSF1;RPS15;LTV1;RPS28;LAS1L;NOL8;UTP14A;ERI2
CTNNA1;PLOD1;CGA;CRYZ;CLIP2;PTPRN;TBL1X;PTPRF;ASB4;CBX2;SH3PXD2B;CDH3;NEFH;SEMA4C;ETV4;PDK3;SCG2;GNG12;ITGB5;
KLF13;TTLL7;ATP8B2;SLC16A3;DBT;PCSK1;TLE1;MID1;JAK1;PCBP4;MAP1B;DBN1;RRBP1;ZNF217;NES;FGFR4;RAPGEF5;BHLHE40;SEPTIN9;
NLGN2;LOXL2;EVI5;AGRN;SHROOM2;LAMB2;CARMIL2;MERTK;ZFP36L1;ZYX;PIGK;BASP1;TIMP2;ACSS3;FN1;ZNF704;PJA2;SEC14L1;
FURIN;RHOC;HSPA1A;MIER1;EPB41L1;HABP4;EPHA1;KIF19;NOTCH1;ATL3;PLPP3;HIP1;GSN;GADD45A;NFKBIA;PDGFRA;RLF;EIF2S3;
FGFRL1;NYNRIN;AGO3;NEUROD1;EPN2;NID1;GNAI3;BEX4;ZZZ3;MSI1;JUN;MYSM1;FNBP1L;TGFBR3;TAGLN2;KIF2A;SWAP70;DR1;PER1;
DNM1L;VGF;SERPINH1;CAST;EPPK1;PDIA4;PRKACB;DNASE1;KRT19;TWF2;ACSS2;ERRFI1;ABCG1;ATP1A1;SORT1;MSN;BAMBI;PPP5C;
PAX3;GTF2B;FKBP10;RAI14;PDE4D;TGFBR1;ETV5;CCNYL1;PLK3;CETN3;RAVER2;TPST1;WDTC1;MTF2;CELF3;FCGRT;ELAVL4;DHX29;
SRSF11;SMN1;WDFY1;GLG1;ZCCHC9;SLC9A1;ZNF326;LAMTOR5;PACSIN3;SEPTIN5;PTPN12;SH3KBP1;IRS1;P3H1;HSPB1;PUM1;CNTN1;
C1orf52;THBS1;TENM4;TGIF2;DBI;NME4;HES1;DENND2D;NSUN4;ZNF43;TAB3;RTCA;CALU;PRDX1;RRAGC;LRP1;DAP;KLF7;ADSS1;TCEAL9;
P4HA2;HEG1;NR0B1;JMJD6;DNAJB4;SF3B1;SH3GLB1;TRMT9B;MDK;PDIA3;TUT4;TEAD3;CBX4;EGFL7;PTCD2;ZCCHC17;TAF13;ZNF703;
MFGE8;PLOD3;ZRSR2;SPTBN4;TRNAU1AP;MXI1;KDM3A;BCAM;RBBP7;IST1;GFM2;TRAPPC2;EPHA2;NUAK1;RHOQ;ATP2B4;ERN1;EIF4G3;
LDLRAP1;MAGED1;SRSF4;CDON;HSPG2;NUDC;CHD1;DNAJB2;CEBPB;STXBP1;CBLN1;SBK1;RHBDF2;KDM6B;SLC12A4;ALDOC;OFD1;SAT1;
BCL6;LIN7A;RAB9A;STX1A;HSPA5;PLK2;FOS;AGO4;SESTD1;BTF3;INSIG2;CLCN4;RBMS1;COPA;CRABP2;RAC3;NFIL3;DUSP5;PKM;PKHD1;
DNAJB9;MYO1E;TBCA;BTN2A2;ZNF585B;VEGFA;SIX1;DNM1;SND1;KLF5;CXXC5;P4HB;TUBG2;MARK4;EIF1AX;UBE2O;PNPLA3;GPR37;
MDFIC;ACVR2B;DMTN;CLSTN1;CUL7;RND1;SH3BP1;TMSB10;P3H4;GLIS2;LRIF1;CITED2;KRAS;CALD1;MRPS27;BNIP3L;ZNF814;HLA-E;
GALNT5;NR2F1;PTPRH;PTPN4;KLB;PLEKHA2;FASN;NOL9;EHD4;ZNF821;OBSCN;ZNF292;MICALL1;ARFIP2;MAP3K6;TSC22D3;SNTB2;
EIF2AK3;FOXD1;WDR45B;AKAP12;BAG3;CHGB;DGKQ;U2AF2;IHH;NR1D1;GEM;THRAP3;LCP1;MSX1;TRIM23;NAB1;BCL10;ARHGEF2;
HBP1;MANF;PKN2;CDH1;ZIK1;PAQR7;GABARAPL1;ATP1A3;ADCY9;ADAMTS1;SERBP1;ACBD3;SP5;PRKG1;ABLIM3;ARHGEF28;MAP3K15;
ARHGEF4;ABLIM2;MEIS1;SMN1;PXDC1;ELAVL3;RCOR2;PCOLCE;FST;ZC3H12A;SIRPA;SGIP1;ANKRA2;PTBP2;DAB2IP;LAMC2;HOXD1;
HPCAL4;IRX2;ABCB4;SERPINF2;CORO2A;HDAC5;PAK3;TGFB1;IGFBPL1;NPAS2;HCN1;TPPP3;PCDHGA8
DDDC;NDUFV3;TRIM16;MCCC1;SYT1;RRP1B;SYT2;DDX46;AGXT;SGPL1;ALDH1A2;SMAD9;KDM1B;CPLX2;PCCA;PWP2;PBX3;ADGRL3;
NOVA1;MST1R;RRP12;HELLS;MCM3AP;EFCC1;CHAF1A;CACNA1A;CBS;ATOH8;TUBGCP5;SYT4;CPEB3;ASCL1;METTL1;IDE;NOLC1;DDX21;
EXOC3;ZC3H12C;RPP30;RNASEH2A;PDCD11;TGFB3;HMGN5;SUZ12;PPRC1;SMC2;RUFY1;PDCD2;POLRMT;MCM10;PUS1;MRPL43;ADK;
GCDH;SIDT1;CAPN9;TPRN;LSM7;DNA2;CCSER2;EIF3G;MRPL54;RAD51D;NKX2-2;MTIF2;RBM3;BLM;AP3M1;SF3A2;BCHE;RAN;ZNF714;
NPM3;KAT6B;ANXA7;AKAP8;UNC13B;NFIC;SNTB1; TRIM25;RPL36;ZNF215;CSTB;PDE3B;SDSL;SURF6;TCF12;TSFM;ANXA4;BCCIP;RPL18A;
AGMO;EXOSC5;NOL6;DDX39A;NOC3L;GAD2;CCDC124;PA2G4;HNRNPH3;FAM120A;ZBTB18;BRIP1;ATP10D;SFMBT2;FARS2;PCDHA10;
MSH2;MCM9;PCDHGB5;CHCHD1;EFCAB11;PTCD3;STK32C;COPRS;IMPDH2;LACTB2;JAKMIP1;MRPL15;RFX3;TRUB2;NOL4;SMTN;NOP16;
DAZAP1;TWNK;PCDHA4;RBM47;NECAB3;RRS1;SLK;ZSCAN31;DDX51;CD3EAP;WDR43;POP4;MCM2;WWC1;ZNF317;TIMM10;DDX50;
MARF1;SUPV3L1;ZNF518A;MACROH2A2;BAG2;PEX5L;TAF15;DPP9;SLC25A5;C1orf131;MRM1;SRSF1;EPS15L1;ASF1A;HNRNPAB;CLUH;
NOL12;TP53;MAPKAP1;CPS1;RPS15;DUS3L;KRT18;TET1;CIRBP;RAD18;PKNOX1;XPNPEP1;ZGRF1;PBRM1;RPS28;LRPPRC;PCDHA5;SPIN4;
LAS1L;DSP;GLUD1;INF2;RPL22L1;AKAP11;OGFOD2;CDC45;NOL8;VAMP8;SLBP;CXXC4;NCAM1;BAZ1A;PNPT1;GALK2;CLDN7;CEBPZ;
MSRB1;TFAP4;INSM1;SRSF7;MCM4;NFX1;NRIP1;SHPK;CDHR3;SSTR1;PPP2R3A;RASGRP3;MCRS1;RNF138;SLIT3;UTP14A;PCLAF;
ZMYND11;MYL12B;PCDHA8;IKZF2;HPS6;HEATR1;RRM1;ZFAND6;BRMS1
PTPRN;TTYH3;CDH3;SEMA4C;NEFH;NDRG4;ATP8B2;PRKAA2;SLC16A3;PCSK1;MAP1B;TMED3;FGFR4;NLGN2;PNKD;EVI5;SHROOM2;
TMEM63C;MERTK;ZFP36L1;NRSN2;FN1;SGTB;FURIN;HSPA1A;NOTCH1;HIP1;NFKBIA;TMED5;BMF;FGFRL1;NEUROD1;OPRD1;ERGIC1;
SLC25A24;RIPOR1;KIF2A;DNM1L;PER1;KPNA6;VGF;NPC2;KLHL24;GLRX;ABCG1;ATP1A1;SNAP25;SORT1;MSN;ATP7B;PDE4D;CETN3;PLK3;
SRSF11;SMN1;SLC9A1;RTN3;SEPTIN5;PACSIN3;CES1;IRS1;P3H1;GLS;HSPB1;CNTN1;ATP13A2;THBS1;DBI;KLF7;SLC30A5;SCAMP1;MFGE8;
SPTBN4;TRAPPC2;RHOQ;ATP2B4;PPT1;LDLRAP1;CD302;SRSF4;KDELR1;CEBPB;SLC22A31;STXBP1;RHBDF2;SLC12A4;ABCA2;HYOU1;
RAB9A;STX1A;SLC38A4;ARFGEF3;SLC44A4;RAB11FIP1;SESTD1;CLCN4;COPA;GDI1;GABARAPL2;BTN2A2;SCRN1;VEGFA;CPLX1;DNM1;
SLC41A1;TRAPPC3;HOMER1;CNNM4;PRSS8;CLCN6;HOOK1;SLC30A7;BNIP3L;CLCN5;HLA-E;ATP6AP1;XKR8;SLC35A3;MCFD2;SLC1A7;
SLC15A4; SLC6A15;SLC25A22;SLC11A2;AKAP12;BAG3;SLC35B2;CETN2;U2AF2;NR1D1;FLOT1;GEM;LCP1;ARHGEF2;EPS15;CDH1;SLC6A17;
ATP1A3;ABLIM3;SLC41A2;SMN1;PRAF2;ZC3H12A;SIRPA;ZDHHC18;SGIP1;ABCB4;TGFB1;HCN1
ANSG2;FAM3B;SFXN2;TRPM6;EXOC6;NDUFV3;DDC;TRIM16;SYT1;KCNMA1;SYT2;AGXT;SLC6A3;SLC27A2;CPLX2;UBE2G2;GET3;MCM3AP;
PLA2G12B;SYTL3;CACNA1A;SYT4;PITPNM2;TRAPPC10;TTYH2;MVB12B;NOLC1;IDE;SLC25A21;PDZK1;PTTG1IP;SLC10A3;TGFB3;SNCAIP;
RUFY1;TIMM8B;SIDT1;SLC25A28;ETFDH;GLRX2;APPL2;PCNT;F2RL3;AP3M1;VPS26A;TIMM13;RAN;RABGAP1L;PRELID3B;UNC13B;ILDR1;
SLC38A6;SLC25A10;RPL36;SCN8A;RAB8A;SLC41A3;SLC25A38;UBA52;ANXA4;RPL18A;NOL6;DDX39A;ME1;GAD2;NDUFB8;GPAM;TP73;
AIFM2;ATP10D;NUP88;TBC1D1;AMACR;PRKAG1;PDCD6;DOP1B;RABEPK;ZDHHC6;NDUFB7;ACSL5;RFX3;NIPAL1;SLC29A3;ARFGAP2;
GOLGA1;SGTA;NUP50;NLGN1;GSTO1;RIN2;SLC37A1;RRS1;PPP6R1;SLC25A16;WWC1;TIMM10;NDUFA7;PPFIA2;PEX5L;CDK5R1;ACTR1A;
SLC25A5;SLC39A3;SRSF1;DOP1A;CNR1;OAZ1;EPS15L1;SFXN5;SLC39A5;GLRB;TP53;RPS15;KRT18;ATP9B;NDUFA11;ATP11A;LTV1;LRPPRC;
RPS28;AFG1L;NDUFA9;OSBPL1A;GLUD1;PLA2G4F;VAMP8;SLBP;ABCC3;NUP155;PNPT1;DCTN3;SRSF7;NDUFS7;KIF13A;DNAJC15;CYTH2;
COMMD1;AQP7
LOXL2;AGRN;LAMB2;TIMP2;FN1;NID1;TGFBR3;SERPINH1;MXRA7;P3H1;THBS1;MDK;EGFL7;PLOD3;BCAM;CDON;CBLN1;VEGFA;MMP15;
IHH;ADAMTS1;PCOLCE;LAMC2;SERPINF2;TGFB1;COL4A5
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CGA;ARSL;PTPRN;CLSTN3;ATP8B2;PRKAA2;OBSL1;FGFR4;TMED3;AGRN;LPCAT2;PJA2;SEC14L1;FURIN;HS2ST1;HABP4;NOTCH1;PLPP3;
HIP1;TMED5;PDGFRA;STS;FGFRL1;GNAI3;RIPOR1;DNM1L;SGCE;VGF;ABCG1;ATP1A1;SORT1;ATP7B;PLK3;TPST1;GLG1;DBI;MUC15;CALU;
SLC30A5;ST6GALNAC6;PLOD3;TRAPPC2;SLC39A13;LYSMD3;HSPG2;KIAA0319L;BCL6;RAB9A;RHBDD2;CLCN4;FAM114A1;B3GNT7;TMEM1
67A;DNM1;KLF5;CLSTN1;CUL7;SLC30A7;HLA-E;GALNT5;FASN; DRAM2;EXT1;ARHGEF2;GABARAPL1;ATP1A3;CHPF;ACBD3;PRKG1;
TMEM167B;CHST11;ZDHHC18;HDAC5;TGFB1;PTGS1
CDH3;MERTK;FN1;SEC14L1;FURIN;HSPA1A;ERRFI1;ARG2;PDE4D;HSPB1;THBS1;HEG1;EPHA2;BCL6;LPL;BTN2A2;HLA-E;AKAP12;BCL10;
IFNGR1;ARHGEF2;ZC3H12A;SIRPA;SERPINF2;TGFB1
PRDX4;MERTK;ZFP36L1;TIMP2;FN1;PJA2;CD276;HSPA1A;GSN;PDGFRA;ARG2;MSN;SH3KBP1;SDC4;THBS1;TMEM98;HES1;JMJD6;MDK;
KDELR1;CEBPB;ALDOC;LEPR;BCL6;BTN2A2;HLA-E;CXADR;AKAP12;IHH;NR1D1;LCP1;BCL10;PRKG1; ZC3H12A;SIRPA;HDAC5;PAK3;TGFB1
BCAT2;CACNA1A;CNR1;FAM3B;VAMP8
SEMA4C;CLSTN3;SLC16A3;NLGN2;HIP1;CNTN1;ATP2B4;CBLN1;STX1A;PLK2;DNM1;CLSTN1
SYT1;SYT2;SLC6A3;CPLX2;NOVA1;CACNA1A;SYT4;LRFN2;SNCAIP;CBLN2;BCHE;UNC13B;LYPD1;GAD2;CDK5R1;CNR1;NPTX1
PTPRF;EVI5;PLPP3;PUDP;SGPP2;JUN;DNM1L;ERRFI1;ATP1A1;PPP5C;SLC9A1;PTPN12;LPIN2;DNAJB4;PDP2;SPTBN4;ATP2B4;RGS16;
DNAJB2;INPP5A;DUSP5;ASAP3;SH3BP1;BNIP2;ARHGAP42;PTPRH;PTPN4;PFKFB4;SRGAP2;PTPRE;SIRPA;DAB2IP;PTP4A3
ABCA2;ATP1A3;ERRFI1;FOS;MDK;NOTCH1;NR1D1;PAQR7;PER1;TFPI;TGFB1;THBS1;ZFP36L1
IRF6;ERBIN;GPBP1L1;ARMCX3;SP3;ARID3B;ELK4;HSBP1;TERF2IP
TRIM16;ZNF488;SMAD9;PBX3;ATOH8;TGFB3;NFIC;TCF12;ANXA4;ERLIN1;AHRR;ZBTB18;MED24;DIP2A;RBL1;RFX3;WWC1;PKNOX1;
TFAP4;NRIP1;SLIT3;IKZF2;BRMS1
PRKAA2;PCBP4;OBSL1;ZFP36L1;TIMP2;HSPA1A;NOTCH1;GADD45A;NEUROD1;JUN;PRKACB;PCGF2;TRNP1;TGFBR1;CCNYL1;PLK3;RAD17;L
AMTOR5;THBS1;RRAGC;ZNF703;HECA;ATP2B4;ERN1;OFD1;BCL6;PLK2;CCNG2;PSMB2;PSMA5;PKHD1;BTN2A2;SND1;MARK4;CUL7;
P3H4;NINL;CITED2;CETN2;GEM;MSX1;ARHGEF2;HBP1;ADAMTS1;DAB2IP;TGFB1
FBXL6;CEP72;PCNT;BLM;AKAP8;CDC6;HAUS8;FBXL15;SSNA1;RNASEH2B;CDK5RAP2;CEP135;PSMC5;ACTR1A;PSMB6;TP53;DCTN3
TFPI;PDK3;GNG12;PRKAA2;MAP1B;GGT7;ZFP36L1;NOTCH1;NFKBIA;TGFBR3;PER1;TWF2;ERRFI1;ABCG1;ATP1A1;MSN;PDE4D;CES1;IRS1;
THBS1;MDK;ZNF703;CEBPB;FOS;INSIG2;MMP15;AKAP12;IHH;NR1D1;PAQR7;ATP1A3;FZD10;SIRPA;DAB2IP;ABCB4;HDAC5;TGFB1
PLOD1;ARSL;TFPI;ARSD;SCG2;PRDX4;NDRG4;ATP8B2;RRBP1;FGFR4;TMED3;RCN1;LOXL2;LPCAT2;LAMB2;TMTC1;PIGK;FN1;SGTB;
HSPA1A;NOTCH1;ATL3;PLPP3;TXNDC12;TMED5;STS;ERGIC1;SGPP2;JUN;VGF;SERPINH1;PDIA4;ABCG1;FKBP10;MXRA7;LNPK;SLC9A1;
CES1;P3H1;RGMB;ERAP2;THBS1;DBI;CALU;P4HA2;GRINA;MFGE8;ANKRD13C;PLOD3;SPTBN4;TAPT1;IST1;TRAPPC2;NUCB1;ERN1;KDELR1;
DNAJB2;CEBPB;HYOU1;HSPA5;FOS;RHBDD2;INSIG2;CLCN4;COPA;CRABP2;DNAJB9;GABARAPL2;P4HB;TRAPPC3;PNPLA3;CUL7;P3H4;
BNIP3L;HLA-E;KLB;MCFD2;CCDC115;ERO1A;EIF2AK3;PIGA; ANKZF1;CHGB;EXT1;PIGZ;DHCR7;ATP1A3;MOXD1;ZDHHC18;DAB2IP;DHRS3;
POGLUT3;TMEM178A;KLHL41;COL4A5;PTGS1
GET3;RPL36;UBA52;RPL18A;PDCD6;ARFGAP2;SGTA;PPP6R1;TRAM1;RPS15;RPS28
DDX46;GET3;HELLS;MYO19;DSCC1;IDE;DDX21;DNA2;MYO5C;RAD51D;BLM;GTF2F2;DDX39A;BRIP1;MSH2;MCM9;MYO3A;TWNK;PSMC5;
DDX51;CLPP;MCM2;RTEL1;DDX50;CHTF18;SUPV3L1;SPATA5;PBRM1;FIGNL1;AFG1L;ABCC3;BTAF1;MCM4;ATP5F1E;KIF13A
EPHA2;HDAC5;LOXL2;NOTCH1;PLK2;THBS1;VEGFA
CGA;TBL1X;TFPI;PCSK1;FGFR4;GGT7;PIGK;TIMP2;FN1;SGTB;FURIN;HSPA1A;HIP1;GSN;NFKBIA;MYSM1;RNF19B;SERPINH1;CAST;PRKACB;
PLK3;GLG1;PACSIN3;CES1;ERAP2;THBS1;DAP;AMN1;CTSF;KLHL15;DNAJB2;RHBDF2;ABCA2;PLK2;VEGFA;MMP15;PRSS8;CUL7;MAGEF1;
ANKZF1;IHH;NR1D1;BCL10;CAPN5;ADAMTS1;OMA1;PCOLCE;DAB2IP;SERPINF2;TGFB1
SEMA4C;NDRG4;PRKAA2;MID1;FGFR4;MERTK;TIMP2;FN1;PJA2;EPHA1;NOTCH1;PLPP3;GADD45A;PDGFRA;JUN;PER1;ERRFI1;PDE4D;
IRS1;HSPB1;CNTN1;THBS1;TAB3;HEG1;SPTBN4;EPHA2;ATP2B4;MAGED1;CDON;PKHD1;VEGFA;PTPRH;KLB;MAP3K6;AKAP12;ARHGEF2;
ADCY9;MAP3K15;FZD10;SOCS3;DAB2IP;SERPINF2;PAK3;TGFB1
PTPRN;ASB4;CBX2;DBT;MID1;JAK1;HSPA1A;NFKBIA;MKLN1;JUN;PER1;DNM1L;KLHL24;RNF19B;PRKACB;PCGF2;WDTC1;CBX4;AMN1;
KLHL15;CEBPB;HSPA5;RHBDD2;GPR37;CUL7;FBXL16;PCGF3;FBXO31;BCL10;GABARAPL1;ANKRA2;KLHL41
WARS1;MCCC1;SLC27A2;PCCA;NADSYN1;ATP5MC1;FARS2;ACSL5;CPS1;TPGS1
ELL2;IFFO2;CCDC92;IPP;STK38L;EPB41L3;PDE4DIP;HOOK1;BCAR1;HSBP1;STK26
KRT7;SNTB1;CCSER2;INA;PGM5;MST1R;PHLDB2;TUBGCP5;HYPK;DCDC2;SMTN;HEPACAM2;RAP1GAP2;ZBTB18;AKAP11;DNMBP;MSRB1;
MYL12B
ALDH1A2;ASCL1;BCHE;JAG1;KITLG;NOLC1;RET
PLOD1;SCG2;ITGB5;LOXL2;BASP1;FN1;GADD45A;JUN;TGFBR3;SERPINH1;P3H1;THBS1;CALU;PLOD3;SAT1;VEGFA;GEM;PCOLCE;LAMC2;
TGFB1
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PRKAA2;ATG9A;BMF;GNAI3;DNM1L;PTK2;PLK3;LAMTOR5;HSPB1;ATP13A2;TAB3;RRAGC;DAP;SH3GLB1;ERN1;LEPR;PLK2;GABARAPL2;
BNIP3L;DRAM2;RETREG3;WDR45B;BAG3;PIKFYVE;GABARAPL1;ZC3H12A
VPS26A;ATP6V0A2;PRKAG1;CHMP3;MVB12A;KLHL3;CLEC16A;CDK5R1;ATG3;PGAM5;TP53;SNX5;VAMP8;VPS36;VPS37C;PIP4K2A
CTNNA1;ASB4;TFPI;SH3PXD2B;CDH3;ETV4;SEMA4C;CLSTN3;NDRG4;PRDX4;JAK1;MAP1B;OBSL1;DBN1;NLGN2;LOXL2;AGRN;MERTK;
ZFP36L1;BASP1;TIMP2;FN1;SEC14L1;HSPA1A;EPHA1;NOTCH1;PLPP3;GADD45A;PDGFRA;NEUROD1;JUN;TGFBR3;EPPK1;TWF2;ATP1A1;
BAMBI;PDE4D;ETV5;SLC9A1;P3H1;HSPB1;CNTN1;THBS1;TENM4;TGIF2;HEG1;MDK;ZNF703;SPTBN4;ATP2B4;LDLRAP1;MAGED1;CDON;
CEBPB;CBLN1;STX1A;PLK2;FOS;CRABP2;BTN2A2;VEGFA;ACVR2B;CLSTN1;CUL7;CITED2;HLA-E;PLXNA3;FOXD1;AKAP12;IHH;ARHGEF2;
ADAMTS1;OMA1;AMOT;FST;NUMBL;DAB2IP;ADGRB2;TMEM178A;SERPINF2;HDAC5;PAK3;TGFB1;NPAS2
PTPRN;PDK3;PRDX4;PRKAA2;BHLHE40;GGT7;HSPA1A;PDGFRA;JUN;SLC25A24;KLHL24;GLRX;ERRFI1;ETV5;PLK3;HSPB1;KLF7;P4HA2;
MXI1;ALDOC;FOS;NFIL3;VEGFA;CITED2;BNIP3L;ERO1A;ANKZF1;AKAP12;EXT1;IDS;PTGS1
CTNNA1;PLOD1;PTPRN;TFPI;PDK3;GNG12;PRKAA2;MAP1B;GGT7;LOXL2;AGRN;ZFP36L1;NOTCH1;PDGFRA;NEUROD1;JUN;TGFBR3;PER1;
VGF;PRKACB;ERRFI1;MSN;PDE4D;PLK3;SLC9A1;CES1;IRS1;THBS1;KLF7;ZNF703;ATP2B4;CEBPB;FOS;INSIG2;VEGFA;MMP15;DNM1;
CITED2;BNIP3L;ERO1A;ANKZF1;AKAP12;IHH;NR1D1;ARHGEF2;ATP1A3;ADCY9;PTPRE;FZD10;SOCS3;DAB2IP;ABCB4;HDAC5;TGFB1;HCN1
ACVR2B;EPHA1;EPHA2;FGFR4;GPR37;IRS1;ITGB5;LEPR;MERTK;NOTCH1;PDGFRA;PLXNA3;TGFBR1;TGFBR3;TRPC1;

UP
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LINC00665;KLHL29;FZD10-AS1;ANKRD65;KIAA1522;CA5BP1;KIAA1324;TLCD4;TMEM9;C12orf49;GSE1;TYW3;FAM102B;COQ10B;
S100PBP;GPRIN3;BTBD1;WDR59; TMEM54;HAGLR;CRIM1;TMEM69;MTFR1L;KIAA1549;BTBD2;MPZL1;FAM219A;EMC1;FAM189B;
LINC00888;FAM160A1;TMEM222; BSDC1;MOSPD3;KLHDC10;LHFPL4;SNAI3-AS1;TMEM25;LINC00467;ASTN2;TMEM53;TMEM185B;
MOSPD2;FAM214B;TIGD5;MACO1;LINC01006;STARD4;LINC01285;PATJ;KRBA2; ZNF608;FIBCD1;TMEM161B;CXorf38;YPEL2;C3orf67;
NR2F1-AS1;TMEM51;AGTRAP; TMEM229B;ANKRD37;MIR210HG
SIK1B;DUBR;COLCA1;DNAJC9;LMBRD2;MCM3AP-AS1;PRR15L;COMTD1;PLEKHF2;CRYBG3;PRSS53;MFSD13A;LOC730101;GRAMD2B;
ANKS4B;DNAJB12;TMEM131L;CUEDC2;OR51E1;SNHG7;ITPRID1;PLXDC2;SUMO3;MACC1;TJP3;SNHG8;SMIM7;TREML2;DDIAS;ATP5MD;
C11orf98;ECSIT;CENPP;DANCR;PHGR1;GOLM1;RASA4;DMXL1;LOC339260;COMMD4;LACC1;ARMH3;ARHGAP45;PM20D2;USP12;
C19orf53;CCDC159;TLCD1;IFRD2;CHROMR;DUXAP10;POTEM;FAM174C;FAM50B;FKBP5;RUFY2;CENPO;CENPM;FAM102A;SURF2;
EP400P1;SIL1;DUS1L;BIK;RTKN2;TMEM254;USP54;SELENOW;CCDC120;OVCA2;CMTM8;CXorf49;CXorf49B;CCDC162P;LOC102724330;
DCDC1;LOC100506302;TTC31;SOX21-AS1;NIPSNAP3A;C21orf58;MINDY3;NCLN;ZNRD2;ARHGEF39;NUTM2A-AS1;WDR90;BORCS7;ITFG2;
ITSN2;WBP1L;RMC1;C18orf21;GHITM;LOC100506098;LCAL1;SLC6A10P

Genes differentially expressed between the Heu-CSC/CSC1 and IGR-Heu cells with a p-value  10-4. The selected genes were grouped
according to their presumed functions and expression levels. Genes expressed at higher (up) and lower (down) levels in CSC than in IGRHeu cells were shown. Gene expression profiles were performed by RNAseq.
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